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CHAPTM CITE

INIPD7'710N

- Backgr.7-d on

In 1914, Congress passed..tHe zi= _aver Act, est:lb:ft.:thing &partner-

ship educational effort of federa.- ste--La and county g77_rnments known 'as

the Cooperative. Extension Service Thi_ _egislation curter called fcr

the Ektensian Service to be the :,---earl, effort of the grant,colleae-

Through a needork of couftty offic.: the Extension Ser--...pe is '.'to aid

diffusing-amoqg the people of t~ 1:1ted States useful mc practical infor

,

notion on subjects relating tc ---dc-Ilture and home eczno.7_ps, and to er.L.

courage the application of the -sarm." CommitteE 7._port on Extensicn

Program, Policies anApals, 1 A qm,=11 staff-of 2.-ta extension sub-

ject natter specialists and program leaders reinforce cotrity'extension

agents,in fulfilling this charge.

One method of Extension progran del ivery is called leader training.,

Leader training is the training of adult volunteer leaders to teach' a sub-

ject to peers or youth. To prepare leaders for the teacher role, leader

training meeting's are conducted. Such-meetings provide instruction to vol- t

Unteers in a paticular subject and in methods of teaching that subject. It

is an understobd expectation and, responsibility that _trained volunteers

will ` "extend" the,inprmation to tfieir local units,

For the purpose of thisstudi, the volunteer leaders are those; of, ,

Extension Homemaker groups. Calamity. based and organized, Extension



Homemakerd are women who meet fOr the purpose of non-credit study of

family living topics. The gbals of the Extension Homemaker program

caable;broadlycategorized as education, leadership, Community devel-

opeant and personal,lrowth. (Extelesion Homemaker Study Groups - Posi;

thin Statement, 1979),- Much of the ledfning that goes on within the

prograis:a result of training volunteer leaders Women in Extension

)

Haremsker groups take turns-volunteering to be, leader teachers, with

.-different individuals serving as teachers each month.

- -7- The content.and'curriculum of the educational program for EXten;-.

skin Hotemakei-.groUps are determined" through a proCe.is of needs asses.

ment,'situatiod analysis, and determination of resource a*lahility.

The approadhamast frequently used to train Extension Honemaker

volunteer teachers is the county-wide leader training meeting. At

this time, a 'subject natter speCialist presents the content which

will be tat and offers suggestions a.% to how the content can be
9

presented or. taught to the Homemaker:groUps. ' There is no recommended
V

single teadhing,approach for thevolunteer teadhers
I

diScussion,-ledture and method dedionstration are the%technicluesjEtequend.3r.

to.use, but group

used:

.

proup discussion" isoften appropriate to teach a particular study

\
topid. ,74,1s also connonly as that 'the volunteer teadhers have)

the cessaiyskills for using group disdussiOn-efectively in teaching

lessons.

The inve4tigator, iri'questioning,this assumption,

dusion leadey Training Program' and evaluatec3,

training volunteers in discussion leadership.
-

c

t

designed a.

effectiveness
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Consisting of three componedts, the "Discussion leader Training

Program" includes a slide/tape presentation, a concept lesson, and

3

group discussiod. The slide/tape presentation introduces the con-

'cept of discussion leader and covert discussion leading prvedures and,

problemt A concept lesson defines attributes of the concept of dis-
,

cussion facilitator and provides experiences in'concept discrimination

and gene:ralizatiori. The group discussion, component provides an

opportunity for the leaders to plan a lesson for their group meeting

and to practice discussion legOing techniques. This instructional

package was developed:

1. To answer volunteer leaded' expressed anxiety and
, c

perceived inability in the role if aiscussion leader, --

T o respond- to a county extension agentis admi and

home economics supervisor's observation that coup agents

'lack sufficient competence in presenting teaching techniqyes,

and

. To maintain. the importance of leader as one of the

Extension Service's widely utilized methods of

clientele.

The following common characteristics of a leader-training meeting

provide the context within which the "Discussion Leader Training Pro-
,

gram " was used,:

A paramount consideration 'is a time constraint. Evolving from

full day neetings, Extension Honemaker, leader, training meetings

are now usually two hours in length. Leader training meetings

are held at times to accomodate family, home and .personal care,

taking and paid employment.
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Positi4 psychological factors are that:

the leader has volunteded to take the training;

the environment is supportive between staff and volunteer and

volunteer to volunteer;

the leader' is supplied with written and sometirrPs visual ,J

.
materials to use in teaching at the local group meeting and

the leader training does not involve tests.

Negative psychological factors involve:

the volunteer's mind set of law self-esteem and feeling of

inadequacy at teaching their peers a subject inhich they

perceive a lack ofiexpertise;

A

the volunteer's feeling of being overwhelmed with the amount

of subject matter presented;

participants at the leader training meeting generally do not

know each other; and

`some/#66idual's iow commitment to teaching due to their ex:-.

pectation t the Homemaker group membership is social

/
rather than educational.

The Problem

The widespread use of volunteers as leaders is in itself one

of Extension's important contributions to the field of adult educa-

tion. Several studieS proVide insights into bOth the scope and neg-

.

nitude of the'e Extension Volunteers. Prawl (rl:978) found

the average Kansas EXtensionaneMaker gave 220.3 hours.of leadership

time each year. Ttgenty-five and two tenths hours were sent receiving

training. Anothei 40..8 hours were spent annually preparing. lessons
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for loCalireetings. This volunteer service is three and one7half

times greater than' the 58 hours per year estimate made by Redeker in

1974, and two and-onehalf.times greater than a 1973 survey of the

National Extension Homemaker Organization (Mann, 1974). The 220 hours

are somewhat lower than the 290 Extension Homemaker officers "organ-

izational leaders" said they spiint, as determined:by Carr (1978).

While the amount of time vd1Unteered is-impressive, the effec-
'e

tiveness of these viofuhteers -- placement, training, development, and

output -- is an equally important concern. Naylor (1976, p. 122)

in Noluftteers Today -,,,Finding, Training and Working with Them, states :-

'A.volUntary organ_vtatiorehas an inperativd obligation to

insure that the whble 'learning experience offered is truly

worthwhile arid needed by each'indivirdual invited to attend -

for his job requirethents and, for his own growth needs, if the
objectives are to be achieved in accordance with the ideal

for the org9izatian. A truncated .understanding of the im-

ance of either objedtive tends to limit the .potential
s from-the-training for the individual ardultimgtel§
organization itself. Aoor training exilerience is a

e,loss for volunteer service - loss of the potential

teery or at leaAt'decreased effectiveness,-anB a peg-

"-, ve image about training to be overcome. before it prevents
f s'Inam attending. ,

I

'Si 'the "continued existence, and ffectiveness of 'agencies such ,

a..94'.-.0e--Extension Service depend on-the effectiveness of its volunteers,

it seem imperative to study the process of volunteer training and to

evaluate methods or combiriatio of methods of teaching which contri-,r

bute to volunteer effectiveness.

There are more °Pinions than actual 'res:'Orch findings on train;

volunteers as- teachers of adults. It is even,,__ evident when 1

I. '4;2'

narrowed to training yollinteer: ...-adiSCusatinleaderthip.' While /there

c-

is-no lack of discussionleado:manumis,,the4e is a of evaluation
.

o

4.

ta

a.
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of methods to train people in discussion leadership. Again, while

there is much literature on the use of instructional methods and

pedia, there is a specific lack of knowledge about the use of instruc-
1

tional methods and media in training adult volunteer discussion

leaders.

The significance of this study is that the.outcomes can be used

to address` the practical concern. of improving voltiiteer leader
.

-.

effectiveness... On a theoretical level, it can contribute to an under-
.

standing of the leadEtbining.process and provide- insights- into a
7 . -.

'combination-olmethodologies for training volunteers in-dis sion
4

' t

leadership.

By evaluating one combination of methodologies for ltraining

adult volunteer peer teachers in, discussion leadership, this study

candpontribute to a data. base about eff ective training of volunt'eer

discussion leaders.

This project .was concernedwith the evaluation of the effectiveness

of the 'Discussion Leader Training Progrma". The evaluation was de-

signed to obtain information about the following questions:

i. Did leaders increaselmowledge scores and attitude ratings

After p icipating in the "Discussion Leader Training

Program"?
o

. Tillich'of the three components of the "Discussion Leader

4

Training Proirem"'Was associatedWith the greatest increase

in knowledge- and attitude ?:

program work better for --different learners in terms

.
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of amOunt of experience as a leader, amount of experience as

a discussion leader, age and level of educational attaihment?

HOW did the leaders rate the "Discussion Leader Training

Program" in terms of technical quality and, helpfulness?

Study _Plan

A quasi-experi'mental design using nan-equi-valent treatment

groups (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) was this, study's design. The

studTsubjectS were 192 Hennepin County,Ilihnesota7, adult women who:

received training as discussin leaders for that county's 1979:'

November Extension Homknalser study topic "Coping With Change, Crisis

and Loss in Your Life". The subjects participated at one of five

training sites. Three treatments were used ina way 'that all leaders '

could receive the complete training program in order to execute

their discussion-leader role and to be in accord with the rights

ofjhuman subjects in researrli:

Al l, igroups were pretested prior to participation in the'"ras-

cussion Leader Training Package". Posttesting was done at different

times. Treatment Group A posttested after the complete treat-

ment -- seeing the slide/ ape presentation, working through the

cept lesson and participating in group discussion. Tr Cr

participantsweieposttested after seeing the slide/tape presentation

and working through the Accept lesson. 'aeattent Group C was

posttested after seeing the slide/tape presentation only

The pretest consisted of multiple-choice knowledge questiailg

on discussian leadership, five point Likert-type scale attitude

rating questions, and demographic questions. Me posttest included
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.the same knowledge and attitude questiwons as the preteSt.: It also

included a form to rate technical. aspects-of the prograth and open-

ended questions soliciting program strengths, limitations, and sugges-

tions for improvement

Developed by the investigator, the questionnaires were reviewed

'and revised by a measurement services specialist and by subject

mater specialists in communications, grobp dynamics aid adrift edu-

cation. The quedtionnaires,were'pilot tested by 40 Extension

teer leaders in Washington, County, MEnnesota. In.a test-retest,

r = +.78 was obtained on the. knowledge section and r = 4%73 was ot:

-tained on the attitude section. o

The instructor variable was controlled by having the same person

conduct all training sessions. The meetings were monitored by the

Hennepin County Extension Home Economist.

Data were collected from the instructor administered question-

naires. Information was key punched into. I.B .M. cards and computer

processed. Paired t tests , one way analysis of variance, multiple

regression and Chi square were the major tests used to analyze the data.
s

I.1 citations of the Study

Iluiations of this study concern population studies, scope of

study, possible investigator bias andimasureuerit err6r.

A major limitation was the restriction of the Valuation to one

county's subjects in,one adult educaiion organization., Also, no

attempt was made to assess change in discussion leading skills

following participation in the program. Observations and checklists of

the leaders behaviors at the local study groups would be more suitable



strategies to assess ahanges in skill. Because this evaluator is

also the program developer, an implicit conflict of interest may

exist. To deal with any biases, suggestions were solicite_ from

intra and extra organizational personnel to help plan, cc-Z=1z,

analyze and report this evaluation. Finally, the instryrl- :wed

was designed specifically for this study and bas not bey- ex-

tensively for its validity or; reliability.

Organization of the Paper

This chapter has outlined the study. Chapter Two wil_ :resent- a

review of relevant literature. Chapter Three elaborates ane

study's design and procedure. Study. findings are detailed tz-_. Chapter

Foes. Thg final 'chapter offers implications of the study/



CHAPTER. two

..91,TTERATURE REVIEW

The focus of this stud,, was on evaluating the effectiveness

of three program components at were designed to train voltnitr_ ,r

leaders in discussion. lead 3. In order to review the. re. -\

.literature, three computer ,sP.-rches were undertaken employing

Education ResourceInformation Center (ERIp) and dissertatiz.

/abstracts. The resultant review relates to three aspects c: the

problem: study groups and their effectiveness; training vz

teers in peer teaching; and research on teaching adults.

Use in Adult 'Education

Tile study group has long been a center of attention in adtilt

.edudation, either on its ..own terms(or as the makr. format TN:rich

uses the process of= group diseussion. Hol&n (1976) differentiates

the study clisCussiOn group from a general discuss:Tun group in that

there ".i.S;Psualy a prescribed curriculum which is sponsored by: an

organization.

Oneaf the ear est proponents of study groups in ccuntry

BeliPnan Tranklin: In 1772, he organized the Junto. into

was made up of twelve men who met every Friday to explor- _cs,

natural philosophy and norals (Knowles, 1977) . The Lyce

consisting of lOcaistudy groups began in 1826 to stimula.-_-_ ix-
10.

1'7



supported public shcools and to improve its participants (Knowles,

'1977). Great ooks is a national ongoing volunteer group discussion
. -

piogram for the liberal education of. adults (Davis'," 1961). The

Great Decistans Program is another national ongoing program -qhich

.
bringstoge4ier "clips of interested persons, to dismiss foreign

policy issues (Holden, 1976). 13etWeen 1951'and41960, The Fund
.

.

i,for"A0.31t:.E.ducation invested substantially in the study-gxpup.dis-

cussion group method, based on the consequent study of books and
't 'q

/
related meter (Holden, 1976, p. 193). Other ongoing discussion .

`.grovps 4rp Teague of INTampNoter study groups, Federated. Women

4Clubs-and the Congern of the Ngtional study groups..

Ap-alreadymentiOned,the Cooperative ExtFinsion,Service"has

used study groups, partit4arly to study, improved methods of hone-.

fliese groups have bedn known by various naOes -- hone7

demonstration clubs, Fa4mtelonents Clubs, H9mimakerpubs, HOMO

.Bureaus, or EXtensiOn Units (Heywood, 1966,,pp. 251=1-254).

Cd*oation ofriembers'

Sevdral.dimensions of nbn-credit study gr* have been re-
0.

searched.. Davis's 19611*A-, .Great Books and Small,GtoUps repre
-

seated one of the figst atterapte'to research the progz of reacling

and discussion in small gm.:9Ups7ledby non-professional Students.of

I

' -sthe subject matter gather than by xpertso, in it. _His study and

.
others by Burdh and Kaplan (Holden,,1978, p. 193) found that Iding-

discussion_groups attracted a particular kind of audience Also,

armad)er of national, and state studies have shown that membership

in organized Extension Homemalter groups has become increasingly

heterogenous (Barber, 1975; (arr, 1978; Hammaan, 1973; Markell,

1978; McCormick, 1978; Prawl, 1978; Ramsey,, 1974,75; Redeker, 1974).



the pirt? Jurses for credit were

pared 'th those sAtussicn groups, the followir7

.differencei were' four -10E i= 'e lectures were younger, more

12

often.
A
single, more ed , her skilled occupationally. They

also had less previa: in adult education. The

opposite circtrasances -val:_a for those- in discussion groups

o

(Hiemstra, 1976).

Group Effectiveness

Vile the nature of.pa:t.Lz.,'-_-Lnts in study groups has been

stddied, the Ovaltiaticn 'of the of learning in study groups

2,
has `received limited attention In an article,

)
A learning Community.

Holden (78) reporEs ...study. discussion groups as one of the most use-.

fill methods fora acitCl is to learn civic education.

Mere has alwaiys been debate by Extension Wo`ikers as to tr

relative effectiveness of the Er.,-..aision Homemaker group as

of teaching information. Resea_i-ch has shown that the methods of

teaching used in Extension. Home-,- clubs have been especially

essful where the information prasented was applicable to the

. -

solution of grobl of Since,muchfOonAccancpies

.rte

--jeit matter is 'especially ada-_ed '7.D the demonstration method of

:6.4 I

teaching, a large part oflorm F$ension dpcation is pre-
,

sented via *demonstration by 1,--,,iders in Extension Hormsnaker groupS.

re

Studies have been done 2ffectiveness of teaching done

by local leaders thro-ugh. rreth Disults of these

studiesfas reported by Meredir-_-_ Wilson and Gladys Gallup

(1955, pt. 44) indicate--that presenting home economics subject matter

by the method demonst:ration:
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or 47 percent of the practices adopted, in
..matrast tohe 8 perceAc of Agricultural practices'

iassc -ed.. with this method of teaching....In-no field of
how. _ncmics does the influence of the uethod demonstration
anc er training ueetings fall bet:3w 30 percent.

-__Jating the cost of influencing theadoptiOrrof Extension

reconmaaL- practices through method demonstration and leader train-
,

ing uee -17-3, Wilson and Gallup further\report that:

e is a wide difference in cost of.influencing the
c of -actices relating to hone eeonomics anda

e case ofihone ecpnamics, the number of Prac-
i_ -iper unit'df cost is;, 36 percentage p9ints

',bile in agricultdre the number of practices
,Ircentage points below ihe 'average for al

-th-715
, -

!hey ,
out that factors'Whichmay contribute to this are

repeated tea. -ag by leVers without additional: cost to Ex
, 7

tension that the teaching o I-lawmaking skillS,;is especially
f, 4

adapted to the demonstration-thedlod, and

possibly an even more important factor in redUcing the cost
'per home, eon-mics practite adopted..as the opportuaity
afforded by rsgulgily scheduled ueetingS of local home.deinon-
stration cl-t±z,..withouthavIng to for special meetings

Ex=aniicn research' further'indicates. that rneral meeting of

pane L discussion 'type account for an additional 12

peltent cf h=- econnmics practices adopted. (Heywood, 1966) . .

'Ramsey (1975).were interestec#in determining'
.

Nib...ether =in=-Les cf nutrition, food safety, and food iireservation

were le=sti t=ough method demopetvations presented by volunteer

leaders-curing heir training, whether these principles were learned

by he homemakc-x group members during groWp sessions that volunteer

lea s taught, and whether the information was ietained by home-
.

maker group msubers- one month later. These tests showea-consistent



ti

and statistically, significarit gains in leami_--ir_ bar, the ieacle__

Increments learning of homemakers attending the groin St"

--ere consistant -,7ith the leader's scores. Tha ___-x-

:esults led the ....ithors to believe alit the Ea:a,

in signifi t learning an'

st.L: Tith objectives was cc

mattter aut using lectute/g...:,_.

..-thc The fir dings indicated that leader
0

of conducting hoiticulturli

. ,

.?ubl studies- by the Cooperative Elltensi:m Service

- positive,c_ D....,... erf eta...yene ss. of --theit'lldy group im fe _
..., . 1 44, f (

method demonstrations in teaching. One study', ' _ 2ef _14111, .._

.
r.--. .

lec--_ group di'Scussibn, alsO re ed posit. -t-e. re::.. ,cy
. ,

,LL.

r

Volunteers as Peer Teachers

lha literature on volun4earism is ever growing. Mi. sectiar
°

fr

f hzerature revieffs7 is not intended to tree a compre_1- sive look -

at. volunteerigm or training,., ather ronly research ..-2oriclusion

~general; rations volun9eers -for peer --.:egc and

discussion leadership will` be presented;
,

./N

i
General Notions. About.Training Adult Volunteers

. ,i . . .
.

There is nothing more frustrating to an--ip_divzt .2.ua1 than to be

given responsibility for a job he is knot. prepared 'to _H1. Kreiticw,

Aiton, and Torrence (1960, 135) clear,ly make this

-6 .41

One of the worst and most ,trequent trizics parpe=ated on
hum-i 5-ocietyds to urge leadership on .a wil.Ling victim 1,,



without pra,viding ait t
beginning assistance J _

of:responsibii.E.
std wort are a sad/s--W.
for the initial,hesi
inte.r 'leaders.

Volunteers Come't,b f.:

sans, but primar'ilthey War _,tc

men'tso,which they haW asiurnaa as

Schinter-Raiff and Lippeot, 1964;

.L says Naylor., is for adults t

training is about and what U7'7. c they neec mow.,

Generalizations &air:. -vounteeri- -a-r.d. their imp__aations for

15.

for aud
who.are
benefit of cc- gel and
ihia.practice
ty p out c

_ variety of 7* _= -own,' rea
I

law to carry

eers Naylor

1 , 1979)..

.7.onnection

CYie assi.Sn-
.,

important,

yolunteer,,trkining a9ua..ined by. ,Sd-dndlL.7.- -Raj' iman anC _ippett (1964,
,
p - ) couid fag 'litate -this 'SelecteE gaIsralizatic7. _3

; .11

and, their irirlications are:

Valunteers participate in trainin even because. they want
to learn to do their volunteer jo-L-.s. The .

training must be practical and relevaht ito the- learners and
bust 'be related to life ;as they know it. 3

Volunteers bring with them a wide tion.of experiences,
khawledge, arplicatiott treTraining thods that',
build on and use the vo teer's experience,- knowledge, and
smells, will produce the best:,and most relevant kind of learning,

en the training'fonrfat an& content have, been developed
over the years and have not been revised or retailored for
the particular participants at a particular tithe., Implication:
Each training event, possible, should be Planned by trainers
and some potential participants in order to meet the current
needs of a particular group.

Many volunteers haw been exposed tO learning situations that
were not helpful, relevant or e:miting. Implication: The
learning ac*ities should take place in an informal, exper-
iential atroopphere.

Volunteers haVe a number of important roles (as parents.,
workers, students , citil=s) 'that . compete. for ,their tine.

Training,_ -uld pe planned tootke into consid-
eration the-1,imited tip available to Trost voluiteers and to
accept the legitimacy of their othee loyalities.



-(Filhesq assumptions and their implibations for training are

-(

consistent with general adult education theory amteaching strat-

\,

egies. Maloalm Knowles (1973> developed the concept of anqagogy.

Andragogy
(
is' a theory of teaching on.. assumptions about adults

has leaPners T4hich include the adult self-concept, the role of ex-
.

perience, readiness to.learn and orientation to learning. An-

° 0

dragogy repreeentS a respect for the adults' (I) psychological need.2/
to be'indePendent-and self directed; (2).desire for immediate

cation, (3) pfoblem orientation, and (4) previous experience. Pine

16

#,
and Hartle' (1969)'wri'te about similar p iOles and conditions for

°

learning- in adult education.

1

A point iterated by Nay r (1976, 15. lop warrants particular
y t

a

,Irecogni.tion in torching vo unteers4 to teach. A training event

,

teaches yolunteers in many 'ways , riot all' f which 'acre 'planned or

anticipated. '

-

-

T..a.ch'6ent has.a' stated messagett it also carries a
model fdnction of rmich ;wider implication than is usually
recomizgd. .The manner - of a trainer's approach to the
group wilkbe limited to the last gesture by some o the

group members the next time theyfacei6 group of tl it own4

These illustktions point out the necessity for a well-planned

and properly executed training program for lay leaders, if organ --'

izationaf.and personal objectives e to be realized. To any person

who serves in a Lay-leadership capacity, Trent (1966)-says the

workers havea. =al obligation to help that leader:

1 Develop a clear concept of the purposes andt,objectives

ofthe organi4ation:,

Develop an understanding of his functipn an rOle-in



the educational program; end

3. Obtain the knowledgq,or skills necessary for carrying
f

out his speafic job.

libiunteersA'rained in Peer Teaching

In 1961, the Delaware Cooperative 'Extension Service and theme

Fels Center for Group oynamics carried out a study to apply, testing.
procedUres in the solution of. Ektensiontfeachirii problems, tor
develop insights into the complexity of group behavior and the prob-

lems and limitations of loc41ealliers in teaching situations, and ,---

-

t o '-'ventory leadershi practices in planning and carrying. ou

ExtensionHomanaker pr grams (Reinhold, 1961) . They hypothesizet

17

that (1) group menbers woula be motivated to change practice's morec
readil if the discussed the application of subject matter to

their on situation than they would without such discussion; (2)
. .

17raved techniques, o;rieader training stCrh as the use of better

jv ual, aids and more thorough preparation of subject matter would

res t in improved teaching by leaders at the club level; (3)

leaders would follow the same p -dures for teaching at the club

level that staff tised.when tr g eaders9. P

The following emerged from this study:

1. Small group discussion led to a better understancling of
(',/

utter,ttei, especially if the digcussion was focused
--)

in'
,

upon problems arid diffi.culties)*hich might arise

attempting to irlemant;,,recomainded actives . Small
/.

groupdiscuasiop, i.,scuasiop, therefore,seered to:bec an aid in the

learning of subject matter.
,

Training local leadera'in the inethoci?logyrcif teachimg



1

helped thenvdo a,uore ccxrpetent jcb.

3. PioVididg,a planning iieriod Ciuring,leader training

maetings 't

:Motivated'leaders to spend:considerable.additional

time in planning for their teaChing.

Pitovided en otion-arsupport for doing aAo9djcb4

use of teaching devices; such as visual aids, 'check-

18,

--- u 4

lists and other devices signed toi"involve" the learners,
.,

heightened-participants interest in sub 'ct matter and 1

. , .

elicited their a ive participation.

.0

Local feaciermis reared in c

e,
".1t- °aAd s acis

/

factioA -when.presenti5home econ cs subject matter to

their respective clubs.

6. As local leaders grew in coql_dence, they demonstrated a

er level of competency in teaching..

e seemed to.be an inverse relationship between the

amount of time club umbers consider appropriate for pres-r

entation 9f home economics subject matter and the degree

of teaching skill and competence demonstrated by the local

leader.
/-

In a cooperative effort the Scovill Manufacturing Company. and

UAW local 1604 of WaZerbtry, Ccinnecticut, sponsored a retirement edu-

cation program for all employees over 55 years of age (Hunter, 1965).

Thirteen volunteer persons were trairied as discussion leaders to con-
. f

duct the programs. The trair4.ng Program provided oppOrtunities to-/
practice,leadership skills required to plan, organize, conduct and
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evaluate retiremnt education programs. In all instances, leaders

acquired changes in the desired direction. In pretests, leaders, ex-

. peCted to become better discussion leaders; posttests rev4led that
,

,

the training program improved their skills, .Initially,,four leaders

;felt adequate to con

the thirteen fel;:c a

A11 but three went

prevailed during

of the ipstructors.

disdustion program, ereas eleven,of
'

quately prepared after t part, in the trainfrig.rc,
---

oned t,he< friendly, or coopel-a.tive,'atmosphere which
1, 1

e training project and the interest on she ,part /..,) .,

More time was suggested more often than any-

thing.else to improrie the trainizig.progra

Demonstration r:-.ogram.-was an attempt to instittit'

in_reeChing advantaged Swan immigrants. to

1974). The pir. 9ose _was tb. teach basic education to

A

The.,Sanx)

instructi

Hawaii (Douthit,

75. =employed and underemployed adul-F Samoans. Before peer irstruc-

onwas started, attendance had been a.problem, Orice the Samoan'-
. 4

Desrmstration program had been. staffed with people who had community

,,,e/tcle apchtance, ,enrolling6students became a minor problem: IhiS"

study concluded that the.. concept of using soireoile 's peer to serc:Te'

as his teacher has potential. The author noted, however, that stu-

-

dents need to be sold on'the worth of, peer instruction.
-

'r

Volunteers Trained in Disaisston Leadership,

In 1947, Anderson showed the neceSsity, for a, leader to under-

stand the theory 'an4hilosophy of the discuss,ion method and to be
42 r'd

A

well, trained in apprbpriate bectiniques: Five of the eight organize-
,'

tions he studied used,the discussioreas the 'only or the chief *educe-

ti onal teclmique. The success of group, discussiOn m the agencies.
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AIrderson studied was. RropOrtional to the emphasis each placed on
.

training leaders in using that method ofrfeaChing. Atong the eight

programs examined by Anderson, only one stressed a scientific

approach to'discussion, including the necessity of obtaining facts

on which to base discussion.

Sometimes leaders were selected because of their local pres-

tige rather than for their competence in group' discussion leadership.

Such persons tended to use. their posiel'ofis'aS-a means of disseninatingi,

rather than sharing, informatioor opinions, and of insuring that

any group.decisian arrived at was consistent with the'positl:on sup-

ported by the state org ation. On the other hand, frankness and

freedom of:expressia exposed ctinflicts of opinion under good leader-
,

ship and then tended to resolve them and achieve-consensus. Such
.

rocess takes time, and Anderson showed that the less trained

leader frequently failed to allow adequate time for issues to be

explOred or: Wherg.:desired, for agreement to be reached.

In one prOgram, local leaders were given training in publid

N>
lic affairsaffairs institutes, often naming three days. This

discussion program in Wisconsin has been operating foryears- The

number of active, groups in any one season has reached about 1,000.

Anderson stated that most of the values claimed for'thetii;cussion

method by-,adult-dducators can be demonStrated from the cOritin-.

experience-of this rogran.' There has been no research, how-

ever,- evaluating the7Porogimn,

Dance (1966) reported on 100"retupned Peace Corp volunteers'

I -

participation in seminarsdesigned to assist them in-theit roles as
,.
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small group discussion-facilitators. Although the volunteers entkred

the seminaind.thhigh levels of "flexibility", "openmindedness",

and "leadership ability", the semi mar served to reinforce,rather

than alter these characteristics. The lunteers significantly in-

creased their knowledge of'group proc It was found that the '

seininar helped prepare volunteers for their role as facilitators of

small group discussions. Volunteers' self-confidence concerning

this training role was enhanced through seminar paiticipation.

eBrunner (1959) raviewed studies to support the concluSi that?

volunteer diicussion leaders can be developed in adult education.

In one, 80 groups of four persons each were used. Forty-four of

these groups were exposed to eight hours of training in the use

of discussion as an adult 'education tool for arriving at an under-
,

r
standing of, and consensus about, certain changes in organizational

procedure.
Role playing was one technique'used. The other 36

groups were given no training except a half-hour lecture. All sub-

jects in these groups were industrial personnel of first line or

intennediate management status.. At the end of the period, both

trained and untrained groups werealloweda half-hour discussion It

during which the subjects played leaderihip roles reqbiAng group,

decision.

The results shoed that resistance to change was sharply. re-
-,

duced in the cases,whee the leaders had received the eight hours

of training. The primary difference between,the trained and un-

ttained leaders' conference procedures was that while the latter

'refuted objectiam to ..change- and thus. actually engendered hostility,:

.

the trained- leader was inclinedtoprpsent.the situation as. a

t)
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problem and` to listen to and explore suggestions and criticisms

emanating frond the ,grope. .The differences were Statistically:sig7

nificant at the .01 level bier, 1953).

`Research on The Effectiveness f Selected

Methods In Teaching Adults

Tee previous studies haVe spoken to the value of having a

practice session and discussion as part of the training of volun-

teers. Naylor (1976) states two essential parts of job training

are a chance to practice the skill that will be needed, and a chance

to talk face-to-face with experienced people who like the job and

find it'interesting and gratifying. She suggests a guided tour or

set of slides as possible substitutes for personal informal con-'

versations with people experienced in using the skill. This,sug-

gestion was part of the rationale for including a syncronized slide

tape, .a concept presentation and grow' discussion as parts of the

"Discussion Leader Training Program". This section of.the literature

review will look at evaluations of the three instructianaPmethods

which comprise the "Discussion Leader Training Program" - the syn-.

cronized,slide/tape, the concept lesson and group discussion.

Houle (1972) and Hienstra (1976) state there has been consid-
a.

erable research on the use of various instructional methods including

media with the adult learner. However, most research reportl pub:

lished between 1966'and 1971 were of a generally non:expe tal

nature, with only a small attempt to assess,the_instructional effec-

tivenesvf audio visual media, especially in.die field.of adult

education (Campeau, 1974). Holzbauer and Florell's (1975) review



confirmed that little research has been done

1971 and 1975.

Visual Aids

4

this area between

Research to discover the utility of graphic and pictorial

techniques was 'undertaken during the 1920's: These studies found
.

that various ',forms of pictorial and graphic presentation of.data

were more easily comprehended and retained than.when such data were
b D

presented by narration or simple mmbers (6raxton:& Stryker, 1927;

Eels , 1926 ; Van` Hu m, 1927; WashbUrne , 1927) . . Systematic research'
-th, ,._: kv

on the effectiveness of 1))iCto'ri,al,pdUFationa:14evc (fp.ms and
..

slides) with adults was .carried t dicing, World WarJI by
c "A

I
C a

et al. (19 3)'in conjunciion w art_irig information to Army ,..

trainees about the bac.kg-round,whir feCf-to,thq'war.' 'Iklese studies .'

23

- °

eqtablished the fact that aclultq'''could g1L4n and retain t

f-rom films Vernon (Brunperl 1959;4-.).1543I' nlade a cety'rellens ve re
,,,,...':

view of resear''clif'in tbe fiaeld'''$:n 1952,and-pointed>otit conditions under
''. '''' : i, a' ) . .

which graphic andpictbrial. aids ,were effectI.X.. enq s h general-,

, .

izatipri is that pictorial preSentati.on is 4sually understood better

when supp*ent- with verbals: explang

attending ;,.. -

-
t (:964) tested: 715 ts, who were vcluntar-;_ly

.

tional .meetings H6 found -that adult 'audiences
,

who w presented an informatiVe speech with visual

aids learned significantly 'mpre, as measured by innediate

than did adult audiences presented the sane informative speech

without visual aids.

Tn "A CoraparatiVt Analysis of Four Individualizzed Instruc-
,
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tional Delivery Systems With Adult Learners", the only conclusion

reached by Holzbauer and Forell (1975) was that the audio assisted

method (tape only) was shown be significantly inferior to three

other methods : slide/tape, real' printed material and programmed

instruction. Nillzr (1945) warns that the effectiveness of audio

visual aids as a stimulus for discussion is closely related to the

skill of, the leader in using them so as to give the dismission ak,

focus.
4

d.

Studies seeking to evaluate the effectiveness of learning by

slide/tape presentations obtained mixed results. tginlon (1969)

divided College level classes in bench metal work and welding into

two groups. Six-selected units of instruction were taught by con:.

ventional group demons ation methods to control groups. The same:

units were taught by self instructional slides and audio tapes to

V
indivichtql s in the experimental group. Pretest and posttest scores

for two subject matter units were significantly higher for the cony

trol group.. The experimental group scored significantlythigher in

one unit. For the remaining tittee units, there was no significant

difference between the two groups.

-Kalmas (1966) also found slide/tape instruction when used

alone to be less- &ffective than conventional teaching methods and

slide/tape auto-instruction accompanied by laboratory sessions:. The

experimentor concluded that a minimum of teacher-student interaction

greatly increases the effectiveness of slide/tape-instruction as

a delivery system.

A study by Young 1969) did not deal w adults or post-



secondary education, but

compariscin of the use of

printed brochure.

is relevant to this review because of its

slide tape instructiaawith'a conventional

Eleventh.. gcade boys" in central MissOuri pub-

lic schobls were presented- inf tion regarding industrial arts

teaching as a career choice. etest and posttest scores indicated

that there was.no significant difference in learning between the

Pbsttest measures were secured thirty days after the
4

two

piesentation,

McVey (1970) also found inconclusiveresults on the effectiveneSs°

of auto-instructionA,slide tapeSin t

vocational agriculture courses,

significantly more effe ive thanti
animal health, connErcial ferti

a sigh school Jevel.

The Autotutorial system was not'

controle method in teaching

izer and small gas engines. The

autotutorial systemum?found to be significantlyttore effective

with students in a class on farm credit.
1

lIn.summaryStudies examining the use of visual aids to'.

supplement an oral presentation found positiveresults. Slide

tape presentations used to supplement an oral presentation were

likewise positive. A generalizatiOn abouethe effectiveness of

the slide tape as an,autotutorial systeM cannot be made here due

to conflicting research findings. It should be noted that in such

cases, the slide tape is used without a discussion leader)p teacher

present.

Concept Learning

Bruner, Goodncw and Austin. (1967) studied the "process by

which humans form'concepts of categories which enable them to
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describe `similarities end reltionships among things in the environ-

ment. Based on their work, Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil (1972-,,,P. 121)

dveloped a model for teaching concept attainment. Their Concept

Attainment Model consisti'of four,phases suunerizjas:foll
A

Phase One - Use concept atyainment exercises. Present ta

AnAicatepositive\.and negative exemplarsi Students

f
s&eculate abot.it the concept, coup and con-

trasting their hypotheses. Additional exemplars

may be present until concept is identified.

.Phase Trap - Analyze stratdages. Students analyze their s at-
,

egies for attaining concepts in Phase One.

Phase Thr - Analyze concepts from unorganized data. Student

analyze given concepts for their attributes from,

unorganized data; material is presented, and ident-
,

ification of exemplars is-done by the studifica4.,

Analysis of the process.

Phase Four - Practice concept formation. Students teach con-

cepts'to others and defend theM. Analysis of process

David Ausubel's theory of Meaningful Verbal Learning (1963,

p. 59) contains another strategy which people use to learn concepts.

In his uodel, often called the Advance Organizer Model:

the uost general and inclusive,ideas of the discipline are
presented first and then are progressively differentiated
in terms of detail and specificity.

t

Another group has developed a strategy for teaching concepts"

based on their studies (Morrill & Tennyson, 1971, 1977; Tennyson,

1973; Tennyson, Wooley & Nbrri.11, 1972; Young, 1972; Tennyson, .

Steve & Boutwell, 1975). Subjects of these studies were-junior high

33



and undergraduate: students.. ale the a4thars admit there is

irgi:e work to be done, aum thLi research, theythave developed
. -

specific procedures.4ach,they have tested. these procedures

inapde:

1. present a definition of the concept
. * ,...,t

2. . 'de a presentation of a set of matched examples/non-

:J 41 Ili*

27

les in which subsequent examples 'are divergent .C.L.va

preceding examples and which range in difficulty- 'ran

y to difficult

. provide attxibute isolation help for each example and
o

non - example .iii the presentation

4. provide a practice presentaCon newly encountered

examples and non..,examples arranged in random Seqbence'

accompanied by feedback, and

test for correct-classification:by-mans of a test con-

sisting of.a.sufficient number and variety of randdialy:

sequenced newly encountered classifiCation behaviors of

instances of the concept being taught.

Based an their studies, Merrill and Tennyson (1977,.p. ix)

say the rocedure provide6 for better instruction of concepts than

is typi fly seen in classroom or mediated instruction.

,Nbltimedia Methods

Bbrul ,
in The .Uncommon School (1966) begins to make the case ;

for multimp a instruction by saying: "Any effort' to build a system

of educati ,pro 6.-16eri the work of a specific tool, method of

practice or titution is liMited."

34-
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Ralph TSTler (1960) defines learning experiences as the inter-

action between the learner and the external conditions in the environ-

ment to which he can react. He says that learning takes place through.

the active )behavior of learners it is what the learnerdoes that

. he learnS, not what the teacher does . Tyler fin then states that the.

teacher-provides an educational re Ce*struct*ing the SitUS-
+-.-:.

.

tion so as to stiiilflate the desired type of reaction.'
, .

by:

Edgar Dale (1969) has chosen to classify learning exoeriences

1.
e
Those that require the student to participate, versus
those experiences were the student is the observer.'

Those experiences 'where the student is responsible for
the outcome of the experience, versus those where the
the student is not r ponsible for the outcome.;

3. Fnmn thb least to he most abstract.

Dale has incorporAted ese thred classificStimis into one

figure which he calls 'Ilhe Cone Of Experienc Accord 4 to the

cafinition of learning experience given by Tyler (1950) it is

possible to assume that one should select "a learning experience

which involves eoncrete experience and in which the leitAer has

responsibility for the outcome and yet not sacrifice effectiveness,
$

efficiency, or economy. The najO?vslue of using a multimedia

japproadh is that it is less abstract; invites more student parti-

cipation, and can involve student resonsibility for his or her on .

\

learning than when each medium is used sep\arately.

I

The five stages of the adoption proce s are: (a) awareness; t,

\ /
I

(b) interest; (c) evaluation; (d) trial; and (e) adoption (Fessler,

1958). Research shows that mass media ranked higher than otherI1
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sources in areqting arareness and intertt in-new prac-

/Aces. However,-the influence of neighbors and friends was can-
,

sideredmost ffective in moti/ating them to evaluate and to try

the recammmended practices. (Subcommittee for The StIkly of Dif-

fuSion of Eallna Prgctices, 1961).

$e Bohlen, and Rauda:-:augh (7962) describe specific

techniques t h a t mi
d
t
,he tonsderbring .lufOrmEri 'andand under- I
ri .,... -

. b. , _ '7

standing to a group. ; The various techniques to be used in a grwp
. ' _../ . ,

situation cdltidependcn- several factors which may be specific for

thP.j.ndivid"-11 group- of .f-te most successful gre-.7 uethods

according to theee authors araachisva_f by caybining

Effectiveness.of Group Discussion

Group ,discussion has almost unit. sally been accepted as an

effective!teadhingrteChniaUe itvadult.education. The extensive

literature' on. this subject 'speaks of importance from the adult

educatiod viewpoint. . Osirski's "Toward Gog "d Magog or? A

Critical Review of the Literature of Adult Group Discussion" (1972)

4e 4 , ,
,

is one review and analysis- Iof the erature.

Mich Of 4he-research concerned with the utility of discussion
I

has revOlVed around a comparison between it and the use of the let-
.

ture as Ai:mans not only for impartingjnformation, but also for

changing attitudes, opinions, and "practices.

°Don Tessler (1958,_p. 4) points out that as people,mcme along

the five stages from awareness (ea particular practice toward de-

cision making concerTgng adc- -4-te praatice need to

be more and more involved in :he" They neec be made to.
,
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This, he says, .can be done most effectively by gaining

their participation in tizP program. The se of disc:ussion is

to start the person along the process o g interest ink the

subject and of evaluating it in terms o his/her own, situation
One of the most frequently cited studies demonstrating the

effectivekiess of discussion as a teaching devide is one directed

by Kurt (Brurmer, 1959, p. 164). During Word War I, Lewin

was exploring ow to change food habits lin the direction of less

'popular, nlor e easily obtainable and nutritious foods.' He used

groups of-women from. high, medium, and low income levels. Half

of each of ese ,econOmic 'status gethiiiis were given a half-hoUr

lecture._ by a Nutritionist who then answered qu,tions for 15 min-

utes. The lectures were reported ascwell done.

Charts were employed, timeograplied,recipes-w --e-Istributed

and hints on rretlisof preparationiere given. For the other half

of these groups of Women, discussion was employed, also for 45 =in-

tortes;. The nutritionist was present as a resource person who answered

technical _questions. The meeting was conducted by skilled dis-

cussion leader under whose guidance the members of,:the discussion

groups came to regard the matter being discussed as importkat to

them; began taking over responsibility for the flaw of discussion;

and, after the objections to and difficulties in using the reconmended

foods had been aired, made a decision. The sane recipes were given

to both discussion and lecture groups, but only after interest had

obviously been aroused. Although the proportions, Varied, about ten

times as many women' from the discussion groups as from the lecture

3 7
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groups tried these foOds.

A result comparable to Lewin's was securediin the health ed1.

ucation field. Seventy-sever groups ofWomen,' 899 in ail, were

instructed with respect to.the need for medical-examinations tc54'

detect cancer and'the tfchnique for self-examination e breasts

every month. The groups, were comparable to the total population

with respect to marital status, occupation aid echination, but not

in)age. Lectures were used with33 groups, "discussion-decision"

with 44. The latter Were markedly superior in adopting the pro-
.

cedures advocated (Bond, -19'55).

A well-designbd

sought too repeat Lewin's

5)

LUili industry (14.imer; 1959,' p. 166)

research on eating habits under more care-

fully

, .

, .

controlled conditions bothwith,respect to the information

given and i the measurement of resulting behavior. changes. Answers

were sought to two questions: (1) Is learning enolikh to lead to

. -

change in group behavior? (2) Is group decisionon through discussion .

more effective than formal lectures in changing behavior?

The subjects were 29 factory The problem was to °

teach them to rate'their 395 workers solely according to each worker's

merit, avoiding any "halo effect" caused by his higtier or lowek

job rank. All the subjects were e*perienced in ratingS. For the

purposes of the experiment, they weretrandomly'divided into three

.t '

grioups with 9, 9, and II men respectively. Coup kwes.used as the:

control. Group B used discussion for one and one-half hours, seated

,.t

around a table. . The leader introduced the problem but did not par-

ticipate in the discussion. The objective was to reach a consensus

that would register in action. Group ,C had a lecture on the techniques

38



and theory of rating. Previous errors were pointed out, graphs

land figures were used. There .was,a question and answer period.

The 'pretest ratings by the members of all three ? i s had

shown significant biases in their ratings of workers g high

and low job ranks. Posttest ratings can -be sSuamarized as -follows:

\ Group, A -ikontro1 - No thange

Group C - Iedture - No significapi differences, though the

the ratings for

cations were( in

leCture.

workers of high and low cfassifi-
)

the direction advocated in the

32

Group B - Didcussion - Significant change. The mean ratings

of 'workers of.high and kw job ranks were equai

& Butler, 1952).

The armed services made considerable use of discussion in!helping

millions of men engaged In World War II understand why the United

States was 'a major participant in that c ict. Objective obser"'-

viers have reported that the effort 'resulted in higher morale (Auer,

1946; Schreiker, 1949).

Robinson (1941) is one of the investigators. who has measured

shifts in attitudes or opinions on social problem using 20 groups

and applying Thurstor Attitude Scales before and after discussion. -.-

In comparison with control groups, all discussion groups showed sig7

nificant 'changes in attitude among the college student subjects.°

While the studies examined thus far were favorable to the use

of disdusdion" in adult education, some lecture versus discussion com-

parisons are not favorable t didcussion, as in a United. States Air

.4

3 91
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9 . 33 .-.

Force 'Primary 'lot Training School study among thr,,ee equated'groups:-

ge k ..

Wthe basis o "precourse and postcourSe achievement and an Air Force

standaidized'fanal examination, Ehe%lectuie technique proved slightly'.

.
- ' . ,

-superior to diicussion 'bRd to lecture-discussion. ' This superiority,
. =

hcrwever, was .slight, reaching the -.05 level of confiderice only --

'Lecture and lecture-discussiory.mthodS were ccropared. lie author

indicates that all tom involved were above ave'r'age in iitelligence

I' i.
/ .

and perhaps responded bptter to the tlectute' techniqUe, beclause of

,
, this Furthermore, theaustructortlaas more familiar with'lecturing

. .,

Oan with leading discussion.s. The.military environment being:

.. , _- , . i. -

characteristically authofftaria n,ma-3`r have-influenced the result.

<- -
On the basis of oral and written critique; the lecture-discussion

. gave the'gre4eSt amount if satisfa'ction to the students

1958). ,

Several other studies showed better learning results from the

lecture.method. Bloom concluded in 1953 that more actual thinking

takes place under the lecture method than'in discussions.

Brunrier (1959, p.168) ,in his Overk7iec",,T of Adult Education Re

.

search summarized by saying, "The contradictory nature of the results

of these studies suggests that the explanations maybe not in the

techniques and methods employed, but in Other factors, such as the

A I.

educational status and cultural backgrounds of-participants, the con-
.

tent of the subject matter, and the facility of the leader in handling

tie technique".

As 'a result of his study of the\,uss, of discussion by the agencies

in Wisconsin, Anderson (1947, p. 127-30) forthlated some criteria

by which to judge its usefulness and evaluate its outcomes in `any



given situation. ills formulation is briefly summarized below in

terms of what should characteri2e a successful discussion experience.

In terms of theory, discussion should be a proceh of sharing
opinions and information about a mutual -Problem purposefully
proceeding in democratiefashion with fullopportunityfbr the
expression of all points. of view and participation by all or,
most members of the group. Recogpizable values should euerge
from this procegs, though no unreasonable demands should be
made on discussion as a sole method of adult education, to be
used under any and all circumstances without recourse to
other method p where called fora The group discussion leader
should,understand his function, be neutral, and make provision
for a proper balance of fact and opinion and a testing of
opinions by known facts.

In terms of the sociology of groups, the discussion group
should conform to the dharacteristics and societal process
of groups and contribute to the primary function of furthering
both personality development and the welfare of the organiza-

' Lion or 4.e-community of people involved. The communication

process within the .group should contribute to the effective
use of discussion techniques, maintain a proper balance
between individuAlization and socialization in its use, and
stress the positive aspects both of cooperation and,conflict
in the interaction of group nembers.

Summary;

Research and theory development relative to stild-\ircups, adult

peer teaching and selected instructional uethods have been reviewed

as background far-this study. The following Summary statments can

be made:

1. Study groups have historidally been .a part of United

States adult education. Mbmbership characteristics have

primarily been the focus of investigations of study groups.

While evaluations on-the effectiveness of study groupNg--/-

in'fostering adult learning have been positive, the reported`'

stydies within the Agriculture EXtension Service have been

limited primarily to uethod demonstration technique ofigroup

instruction.

t
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. Adult volunteers trained )eachers usually facil-

35

itatg learning of study group It is clear frcim the lit-

erature that they can also be developed through training

and given the necessary role expectations. Researdh on

adult peer teaching is limited an is available has

usually been descriptive rather than empirical.

'Mile learning theorists and researchers espouse the use

Of audio visual aids, concept lessons and group dis-

cussion as,:teaching devices, they do not see any one as

superior in optimizing the '1 process. Successful

group'instruction has often been achieved by combining

technique/s.

Five re6arch,studies showed that discussion is effective

in imparting infonmation and in changing attitudes, opinions

and practices: Several lecture versus discussion compar-

isonS were note favorable to discussion. Educational status

of the participant , content of the subj ect matter and

facility of the leader may be factors explaining the

contradictory'findings. It should be noted that in the

studies on discussion there is a lack of control of the

objectiveS.:for the discUssions,

Finally, this review: revealed' a gap e literature. -There

is a ladkof.fOrmal-evaluation of training.study grou0 vol

unteers inaldiscussion leadership.
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STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

cussion Leader Training Pro-

ss of its use in training Exten

on leaders In this chapt7

e'design and procedure employed testing its effectiveness and

in gathering other'relevant data wi 1 be described. This will

include a description of t1 "Discuss].

The purpo Of uating the

gram" is to determine the effecti

sion Homemaker Volunteers as discuss

Leader Training Program",

the instrument used to obtain data, the sample,-.. and"the procedures

for collecting and analyzing the data.

e

Description of "Discussion Leader. Training Program"

The purpose of this "Discussion Leader Training Program " .is

two-fold:

- to introduce the concept of discussion leader to study group

nemBers-who are being trained !as leaders for a particular
I

study topic.

- to aid, these leader-teachers in developing skill as a'di

...CUssion leader.

As proposed, this prograff would constitute one-half, approximately

!SID minutes, df"the two ..hour leader aininglmeetip& It would be

used ollowing-the.lesson's subject matter. presentation.

isting of 3 components,-,the Discussion Leader"Training

Program" includes a slide /tape p entatian, a concept lesson and

:group discussiOn, This iirognmaumsdevelopedbythe investigator.

36
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The slid /tape presentatiomiwas written and produced with the con-

sultative help of two other extension county agentsYwithhoue economics

responsibility; a district supervisor and _an (adult) educntor.

Assistance was, also provided by audio visual technicians and an

artist. Many resources an, group discussion were used in conceptualizing

the slide/tape presentation; of particular assistance was the

pamphlet "For Leaders of Small Group Discussion" (Barkheim, Jenson,

Qualey 6c/Semmler, 1975). The concept lesson was, developed as the

investigator's project in,the University of Minnesota Curriculum

and Instructional Systems class "Systems Approach to Design of

Instmactiore% A4technicar report is available on its development

(Sandmann, 1979).' The group discussion component was patterned
4

on, the findings of the 1961 Delaware Extensian Service Homanaker

Study'(Reinhold, 1961).

Activities And Objectives of Program

COMPONENT I

:Slide/tape presentation - "You're the Guiding Lidk, Learning'

fLink II" ts

content The slide/tape cassette presentation, written as an

.emperienced discussion leader advising a novice, introduces

the concept of discussion facilitator or "guiding link ".

It covets discuasion procedures -- the "haa-to's" and

selected discussion problem -- the "what if's" (See

,

Appendix A).

Although the twelve minute slide/tape presentation has the
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general goals listed above, its specific objectives are to develop

understanding of the terminology and to create interest in the dis-

1.

cusaion facilitator's role and task.

OCNIPONEN1' II
Programmed Instruction - "Concept Lesson: Discussion Facilitator"

content The lesson defines tie attributes of the "discussion

facilitator" concept and provides experiences to help

understand the.conCept. (See Appendix B).

The concept lesson also contributes tadar'd general goals. Used

following the slide/tape presen ation, it is designed. to reinforce

the content and build upon a earner awareness/interest level to

develop comprehension of the concept.

'COMPONENT III

Small Group Sessions - 3 Parts

A. Leaders are placed in gnvur 3 of four to discuss some general.'

questions or proble, ;evolved in teaching the lesson to their

nenbers. Four suggested questions are given to each small

grotip to discuss. (See Appendix C). Each group of four will

select one person to repoik to the entire group on what they

discussed and decisions made:a These small group reports are

not discussed in the larger group.

Practice techniques

These same grau, four people practice any one of the skills

gneeded for discussing he study topic. Groups select one ore-
. . .

nore skills from a prepared list for members to practice. Thi

segment would be optional pending time aviaable.
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Lesson planning

Qt this point, the 'groups of four are disbanded;' and leaders

from the same Hommaker group meet together. Each group is

asked to prepare, a specific lesson plan for teaching the

topic to their. study group merrberd.'

The purpose of Component III is for the learner to laPply to

knowledge gained through the prior components. This ability is to

be acquired through planning the lesson for their local group meting

and-practicing specific discussion leading 'techniques.

Adaptations Made In The "Discussion Leader Training Program"

When the 'Discussion Leader Training Program" was actually used

in thig study, adaptations were made from the original propodal of

activities. Due to the time restriction imposed by pre and podt-
\,

testing; the group discussion was altered for all treatment groups

Instead of small group work and practice sessi

posed, one large group discussion was held.

the same study group did plan tbgether for their local meeting as

originally conceived.

as originally pro-

ver, leaders fpom

Purpose of the Study

To determine the effectiveness of the "Diseussion Leader Trainin

PrOgram", four questions were investigated in this evaluation:

1. Did the leaders increase knowledge scores and attittid\..zatings

after participating in the 'Discussion Leader Training

Program"?

Which of the three "components of the "Discussion Leader
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Training Program" was associated ith the greatest increase

in knowledge and attitude?

Did the program work better for different learners t- in

terns of amaunt of experience as a leader, amount of expei-

ience as-a:discussion leader, age and level of educational

attainment?

How did/the leaders rate the "DiScusSion Leader Training.

Program"Lin term of technical quality arldthelpfulnesS?

The information needed to answer these questions included:
;

1. Subjects' entry and exit knowledge of and attitude 'toward

the role of discussion facilitator.

Sobial characteristics of the learners

r.

Fatension.Leader teaching experience

b. Discussion leader experience

c. A,ge

d. Years of sdhool completed

Vblunteer's reactions to the discuanion program.

Study Design

A quasi-experimrita design using non-equivalent treatment

groups (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) wag,this study's design. Three

treatment groups were dltvised so all leaders could receive the dont-

yrplete training ,program in order to executle their diicussiod/leader

role and to be in accord with the rights of human subjects in

-research. The three treatment groups'were also used to ascertain

eh of the Compoberits bf the "Discussion Leader Ttaining Program"

was -associated with the greatest increase in subjects; knowledge

and attitude. All part,ibipants were, pretested before participating

4.7

.

O
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in the "Discussion r Training Program". Pretest scores were

to serve as the comp rison base. AIL,- leaders received the complete

program, but posttesting was done, at different times as depicted-in

Figure 1.
4

Figure 1

. Stucrireatment Sthedule

pretest

slide/tape
presentation

, sttest

\: ncept lesson

posttest

grOup discussion

posttest

Sit 1 Site 2

Tr tMent "A"

7

Site 3. Site 4B"

Treatment "B'

N-62

1 Site '4d ',Site 5

TreatMent

X

X

X Xn

X

x

Treatment Group Awls t-tested after the complete treatment

seeing the slide/tape presentation, working through the concept lesson

and yartic pating in group discussion. Treatment Group B participants

were post ested after,seeing,theslide/tape presentation and working
I

through the concept lesson. Treatment Group C participants 'were post-

tested after seeing the slide/tape presentation only

Thelsignation of a particular treatment group with a training
,

site was done arbitrarily. Sites 1 and 2 composed Treatment Group A,

sites.3 and 4 made up Tteatment Group p and site 4 and 5 constituted

Treatment Group C. In an attempt to get equal numbers in each treatment
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.

.

:group, site 4 participants were split. Half the room was Posttestpc

.
, ,,,.

"

after working an the concept lesson (4b), the other half was post-'

I

tested prior tr., wcrking through. the Concept lesson (4C). Taking the

posttest andIng through the concept lesson were both quiet

(reading/paper-pencil type) activities, so they could be done.

sirnOltaneously end the difierent testing schedule was aCcamplished

,,,,ur_obtrusively.-

The instructor variable was, controlled by having the Same per
4 .c

Son,:the evaluator, conductall training sessions. The tra_ning

meetings were monitored by the Hennepin County Extension Agent

with hare economics responsibility.

Instrument Used

An instrument was developed.by the investigator, to obtain°
4 V°

the informatiop for this study. The pretest consisted of multiple

choice knowledgge questions on ditcussion leadership, five point

Likert-type scale attitude iating questions, and demographic

questions.

'
,,,

Theknowledgequestions and alternatives were derived from a

100 question pool When the concept lesson.was developed.

When planning and leading a discussion, oftentime there is

more than one appropriate response to a si1puation.. This being

the case, the'pre and posttest multiple choice knowledge questions
1

had more than one correct response. Alternatives to each question
A

were scored as true/false items according to the following pro-

cedure:

- if respondents chedked'an,appropriateesp-nose, they were

49



awardeckone point,
4

if respondent's failedto,chedk an appropriate 17espnse, they

43

received a zero,

- if respondents left an inappropriate alternative blank, they

were awarded one pOint, and 4

if respondents checked an inappropriate response, they

.received a zero.

A respondent's score per question (pre and posttest question .1r8) 7

was the summation of scores to each alternative.

The Illfert -type questions were used to assess attitudes, toward

the role of discussion leader, perceived competence in the subject

matter, and perceived -confidence in discusion-lephip.abiliY:.

, In Likert-type questionr_the alga u. summati,il of aii th ,J,Qores

of the indiviv.dual!s.respons. to all the separate items gives a
.

total score. This is then interpreted as repre ting his/her

.position.on a scale of faVorable/unfayOrable.attitude toward a sub-
.,

.ject (Selletz,-VOrhoba.Deutsch, COok, 196?).

The portion of.thkinstrument seeking demographic characteristics

of the members was modeled after the 1973 statewide Homemaker Study

(Ramsey, 1975) -0

The posttegt included the-sane knOwledge and attitude questions

and scoring as the pretest. It also includ a form to rate tech-

nical aspects and helpfulness of the programs and three open-ended

questions soliciting program strengths, limitations ,and sugges ions!

for improvement. Questionnaires with limited numbers of open -ended
4

items are less diffict4t to tabulate and

)

*r-i0

higher response rates

rt
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than those with primarily open-ended items (Skager & Weinberg, 1971).

The pre and posttest drafts were reviewed and revised by a

masurerrent specialist and by subject matter specialists in commix-

ication, group dynamics and adult education. Forty Extension

volunteer leaders in-Washington County, Minnesota, were a.dininistered

the pretest on two separate occasions, two weeks apart. On the test-

retest, r = +.78 was obtained on the knowledge section and r,= +.73

was obtained on the attitude section. Th questionnaires were again

revised to eliminate ambiguous and obvious questions.' Pre and post-

tests are included as Appendix D and E.

Description of Sample

The information' source, for this evaluation was volunteer leader

teachers who attended the training program. Those participants or

study subjects were 207 Hennepin County, Minnesota, Extension home-

makers who received training'as discussion leader for that county's

1979 Ncnyarber Extension Hcer study topic "Cop With Change,

Crisis and' Loss in Your life". Vlhis particular study topic was

chosen to test the "Discussion Leader 'Training Program" because of

its newness in Minnesota, as well as its applicability to any bounty

program. Hennepin County Extension homemakers are primarily subur-

ban, but 'also include rural and urban women. The leaders had volun-

teered at, the beginning of the study year (September) to teach this

topic without the wledge that this program would be part of an

evaluation project. Volunteers were free to attend one of five

training sites, scattered geographically throughout the county, an
4,

.. Were not randomly assigned 'to. treatment groups.
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Approval and endorsement for the study was received by state

ty Ektension administration. A.uethodological protocol

was submitted and approved by the Committee on Use of Human Sub-
,

jects in Research. (See Appendix F).

Data Collection

Five leader training sessions. were held. The schedule for

each 2-hour,camplete training 'session was-:
0

60 minutes for sUbjeCt matter training and discussion on

"Cbping With Change, Crisis and Loss In Your. Life"

60 minutes for discussion leader training

8 minutes pretest

12 minutes Component I 7 slide/tape presentation

10 minutes Component II - concept lesson

10 minutes Cbmponent III - .group discussion on role of

discussion facilitator

10 minutes posttest -- sequence depending on treatment group.

The instrument was group administered according to the schedule

by the investigator.. Leaders were advised that taking the pre and )

posttest was voluntarSr. The goalrwas to get 60 usable. pre-and post-

tests from each treatment group. One hundred ninety-ttao (9= '

------;USeabie pre and posttests were secured

P
67 from treatment group A

62 from treatment group B

63 from treaudent group C.

9
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Procedure for Analyziqi-Deta
t

Follaiging thelcollection of data, the information was pro-,

cessed foistatistical treatment. Questionnaires were coded by

Ow tic/Alm-icor after each leadei-training meeting. ,Responses were

key punched onto ISM cards directly from the questionnaires, thus,

elinlinat. ng the step of transferring data to coding sheets and

thereby minimizing error (Phillips(1976).

Data computation and statistical analysis were done by Minn-

esota Analysis and Planning System (MAPS) of Agricultural &ten-

sion Service. Means, standard'deviations, and equency distributions

, were calculated for each'item in the pre and ibosttests.

Paired t tests were used to determine if there wemeimrovanants
7" t

between the pre and,posttesta: To discover if the improvement

depended on treatment group; a ,one-way ANOVA was used on the indi-

vidail improvement scores. Multiple regression .was, used to e*plore

the relationship between individual, inprovenrnt and several back-

ground variables,'including age, educational attainment, times bein

a leaderi.teacher and 'tins leading,group discussion. Independence

of group Ad badkground variable's was-tested using the Chi square

v.
statistic:



CHAFLat. FOUH.`

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Previously pesented in this paper have been the background

and' purpose of thisHstudy, the dttcussion of pertinent literature

arWan explanation of the research design. This,chapter will des-

', cribe the sample and present anclinterpret the data of the study.
.

Iheatudy subjects will be compared in some ways with/the subjects

of three previous/Miennsota studies of volunteer leaders.

;-.

Characteristics of the Sample

sample consisted of 192 women ranging in age from "'25

under' IRt 'over 65! with the largest percentage of the sample

(33%)/ 4allipg in the 36-45:year categoryThe,age composition of

the sample is shown injable 1.

,.Ari.extensive.Minnesota state-wide study of txtensibriomemaker

fiber chatacteristics was ',conducted in 1973. (RamSey, 1975). A.'

le. of 1,235 uembers was scientifically,drawn, with a least one

group per county included in the study. Me4bership characteristics

were als9 looked at in a 1975 Ramsey' County, Minnesolta,"Hcueneker

(Barber, 1975), and a 1978. Fast- Central District Houenuker
.

Study (Marken., 1978).; Geographically, Fast Central District in-'

civvies Hennepin County and ten neighboring counties. A comparison of

this study's age data with these three Minnesota studies is illus-
,

.

Crated Figure 2.
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I

Training Program" 7 19SO

17711. East District -
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E72 Ramsey County -1975

,.(AdjoiningicamAyto Hennepin)

Statewide Study - 1973

Jess than 36 . 33 45. ,
46'7.

1{ figure 2. ...A fourrstudy.calparison of ages of:EAOsiortHcOnakers
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TABLE 1

Age Groups of "Discus siopoleader Training Programn-ParEicipants

Age Groupings

25. years or under
26 - 35 years
36 - 45 years
46 - 55 years:
56 -- 65 years
aVer'65 years
no response.

"Number Percent

1.6

57 29.7
64 .33.3

50 26.0

10 5.2
6 e 3.1
2 1.0

Totals 192 100.0

Thirty,percent of this study sanple Were under 36 years of age.

This Compares with 28.9% and 38.7 % respectively for the state, county.

.
and district spidies. About `73 percent in this study.were Under

'46 years of age, compared to 50.7 percent estate study, and to 72.8

I

percent in the county and, di6trict studie.i. lady 3.1 perccnt of thisr
sample fell in tir -"over 65' aategory, wh11e 13.5 percent did so

in the .state stud. The nurber, was s mi7 ar to the district study

(3.3 percent) and was slightly higher than the county study.

The findings of this study concur with the inferences made by

Hamann (1973), Barber (1975) and Markel]. (1978):

a) The largest-group of Eictension Homemakers are in age groups-

concerned with tasks of early adulthood and middle age.

Membership in mare urban - suburban counties of Minnesota'

is more skewed toward young adults than isnembership,

in Extension Horrenakers statewide.

It could be argued that the population of this study was slightly
tt.

older than the county and district samples due to the nature of the
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study topic: "Coping With Change Crisis and Loss In Your Life".

The audience for this leade'r training lesson may be sel-selefted

because as aekil is mature:, they are coping with increasing chan

_and losses in their lives.

Edurational Attariaent
/-

Educational attainment of volunteer leaderS in this' study was

4ugher than in the other studies of Minnesot4 D.:tension homemaker

members. Neaily 97 percent were'high ichc(ol graduates. That cop-

fares with 75 percent for the state s ,.95 percent for the county

siudy, and 92 percent for the distriCt study. Similar differences

between the four studies exist ior post high school graduation cate-

gory, as shcwn In Table 21 Table shwas the breakdown of seducational

attairmient of this study's sample:

Table 2

Comparison of Educational
Attainment of Extension Hom2makers With Other Studies

Level of School
Completed

"Discussion
Leader Training
Program" study

District
(1978)

County
(1975)

State \
(1973)

-i 1980

Less than high school
diploma _3.1% 8.2% 5.47. 25.5%

High School diploma

(nlY) 37.5% 48.4% 46.0% 42.8%

More than High' School
diplana 55 .2% 43.4% 48.4% 31.7%



Table 3

Education Attainmant of "Discussion
Leader Training Prograr' Participants,

71

lavel of School
CcMpleted

Less than Eight Grades

Eight - Eleven Grades

High School Graduate

Attended Post Secondary

VocaLorial School or College.

College Graduate

Graduate Study

N3 Response

Number Percent

0. 0

6 3.1

72 37.5

62;.

30

20.

2

N = 192

32.3

15.6

10.4

0

100.0

Volunteer Teaching Patterns

The Ext er program_utilizes a system of volunteer

leadership for its -teaching In most Homamaker groups with an average

size of 12-15 m2rabers,,_ eit4.pers. On has an annual opportunity to serve

as lesson leader Res were asked iroWainy -tines they had

served as a lesson leader teacher for an Extension Homemaker meeting. -

The results are shown in Table 4. Eighteen percent had not previously

been leaders. Over 80 percent had served as a volunteer teacher at

least once before attending this leader training meeting.

To ascertain the extent of e program paifticipants experiences

in discession leadership, res were asked thp number of tiinP-s

they had led group discussions. This experience in discussion leader-:

ship was not limited to Extension groupd, but could include
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church activities, P.T.A. Or other study groups. Dcperience in

discussion leadership was divei-se. Ttgelve percent of those atten

the study's 1e der training had never led_a_groupkscussion.

Nearly 40.percent recalled leading one to five discussions. Or

20 percent had led 21 or more discussions. Table 5 reports these

results.
Table 4

Number of Times Served AS 'A Lesson Leader

7.

Number of 'Times Served Number Percent

0 35 18.2

1-3 77 40.1

4 or =Ire 78 40.6

No Response 2 1.0
Totals 192 100.0

4.

0

Table 5

-timber of Times. Served As A Discussion Leader

timber of Times Served

Totals

is
! Rather. , Percent '

0

1-5
6440

11-20 ,

21 or =re,
No
,,

-,

,-- .K---
23

76

21.

40 _

12:0
39.6
15.6
10.9

20.8
1.0

192 100.0

In summary,: the "typical" participant wasC female, 36745 years

of age, a high School graduate, havirig sore post - secondary education,



previoilsly -served as a lesson leader and previously led a discussion

group:

Improvement in Knowledge and Attitude

Did leaders increase their knowledge scores-and attitude ratin s

after participating in the "Discussion Leader Training Program"?

Knowle4gepair)

Figure 3 presents the frequency distribution of total scores

based on the eight knCwledge test items for the total sample on pre

and posttests. The maldmum- score that could be obtained was 38.

These questions related to knowledge of discussion leader .roles and

comprehension of discussion planning and leading skills.

4.1
O

36

34'

32

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

2

.0 17 18 19 20 21 22'23 24 ,26 26 27 28 29 30 31'32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Number of. correct scores

ligure 3. Ftequendy distribution of knwledge scores on
pretests and posttests



Man, range, stanolmaldemdation,.standard error, skewness

and kurtosis for pre and posttestt on total knowledge scores are

reported in Table 6.

7

Table 6 A

Statistics For Total Kncraledge Scoie

oe
, Pretest Posttest

Mean .26.98 30.755

/ Range 17-37 20-.38

Standard Deviation 4.05 3.66

Standard Error 1d92 f.264

Skewness
- .

- .068 .702

Kurtosis .515 .039

Note MmOialsi Score = 38 -IT = 192

of,

The t test for matched groups was used to test the significance

between the total knowledge pretest and posttest saoreneans. The

t test for matched groupi, or,paired t test, was used /since :each sub-
--

0

ject's posttest tcore'was matched'with her own pretest score. The .05

level of probabiliti was used in 'determining the significance of the

test statistics obtained. The probability of the t statistics at

,001 level is significant as sham in Table 7.

Table 7

t Test on Mans of Pretest and PosttestITOtal Knowledge Scores-

an Difference

Standard Deviation

Standard Error

t value

Degrees of Freedom

2 - Tail Probability

- / 3.77

3:136

. 226

- 16.66

191

. 000
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Overall, there was significant improvement from pre to posttest

for the total sample in knowledge.

Attitude Inpravemnt

The frequency distribution of scores ten Likert-type

attitude scales for the total sample on bo_th pre and posttests is

presented in Figure 4. 'fhese questions related to attitude toward

role of discussion leaders and toward planning and facilitating a

group discussion on the topic "Coping With Change, Crisii, and Doss

In Xour Life". The possible alternatives were assigned nunbers:

strongly disagree = 1, disagree = 2, undecided = 3, agree = 4, and

strongly agree - 5. Each person's score was based on a summation

of their responses tell ten items

The =ore confident and positive the attitude rating, the higher the

maxima score- was 50. /

score:a

The .mean, range,. standard deviation, st andard error, ,skewness

and kurtosis for pre and posttest total attitude ratings are- re-
.

ported in Table 8..

Table 8

Statistics For Total Attitude Se/5re

ttan

Pretest Posttest

35.47u 37.9

Range 0 - 50 0 - 50

Standard. deviation .6.1176.402

Standard gri-or `.462 .441

Stemless -1.581 - 2.25

Kurtosis 6.625 13 74 .

Note: - Maximum Score of 50 N = 192

63
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of attitude rating on

pretests and posttests
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Paired t tests Caere again used to test the significance of the'

difference between the means of the pre and posttess total attitude

ratings. Meprobability of that statistic at

nificant as illustrated in Table 9.

k Table 9

t Tests on Mans of Pretest and PostteSt Total Attitude Ratingp

.001 level is sig-
.

Man Difference - 2.4219

Standard Devi%tion 4;330

Standard Error ..312

t Value - 7.75

Degree of Freedom , 191

2 - Thil Probability .000 eit

The results of these tests-indicated there was also a significant

improvement from pre to posttests for the total sample in their

attitude toward the role of discussion leader and toward .planning and.

facilitating a group discussion on the topic "Coping With Change,

Crisis and Loss In Your Life'.

Relationship To Treatment

Whereas there was significant-improvement noted,on knowledge
4

scores and.attitUde ratings from pre to posttests, this section Will

16 present data to answer the,question: Was this improvement related to

a particular treatment group? The three treatments used were:

(A) View and listen to slide/tape presentatian, work through

concept lesson, and participation in groue discussion on,

the role of discuslion leader,.

(B) View and listen to. sle/tape-presentatioh plus work

`through a concept lesson, and <,

aP
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(C) View and listen to slicle/tape ,presentation

Difference in Knowledge7Gains by Treatment Group

Table 10 shows the means by each treatment group on the knowledge.

section of both pre and posttests, and differences between the means.

. .

.Difference Between Pre and Posttest Knowledge
Scores by Treatment Group

Table .10

icoN Pretest Posttest
Treatment 4 Means Means Difference

A. Slide/tape, concept
lesson, and group
discussion .

B. Slide/tape plus
concept lessons,

C.:- Slide/tape only

67.

62

63

28.01

26.61

26,25

32.04

30.58

29:5

\
4.03

3.97

3.30

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed do kncwledge

gain score of subjects participating in each of the three treatments 'to

discover'if, the improvement was associated with a pai-ticulari treatment:
't . 1

The three treatment groups did not 'differ, significantly in the extent

. of knowledge gained.. This is shown in Table 11.

Table 11

ANNA of Knowledge Improvement by Treatment Group

Source df

2

189

191

ss

20.7710

1857.1456 -

1877.9167

mean square F ratio Probability

Between Groups

Within' Groups

Total

10.3855

9.8262

9/832

1.06 .7- .35 /

.

Differences in Attitude Gainsby Treatment Groups

Table_12, shows the means by each treatment group on the attitude

66
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4.

section of both pre and posttests and the difference between the

Table 12

erences Betwe'ed Pretest and Posttest4;
Attitude Scores by Treatment Groups

Treatment

-4,

'NuMber

Pretest Posttest
Mean

Mean
Difference

A. Slide/tape, con -
cept lesson & group
discussion

B. -Slide /tape plus
`concept lesson

C. Slide/tape only.

' 67

62

'63'

'36.54

(34.691

35.11

38.79

37.73

37.11

2.25

3,03

b 2.00

An F ratio obtained frapla one-way ANOVA performed on the total

attitude score was also not-significant. See Table'13.

Table 13

ANOVA on Attitude Improvement by Treatment- Group

cif: Sum of Square Mean Square:F Ratio Probability

en Groups. 2 364061 18A030 .9653 .38

Within GrOups '189 3544.6221 ;18.*

-Total :191 3580 .,8281 18.748

Was the improvement associated with a particular treatment groug?

The results of the one-way ANOV4eshowed no evidene of any statisti
.

cally significant difference among`groups in improvement scores, either

in knowledge or attituk One' could still observe tht knowledge

scores improved-with each additional treatment. However,this did

not occur with the attitude scores. The differences could hack
41. /

occurred by random Chance.. Also, the differences within th6 treat-
/
meet groups may.b6 great enough as to offset differences among.the°

groups

o
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4 Campb8itiOn:dif-Tteatment Groups.

composition of the treatment groups similar9 TWpc,w

trueted to See if groups dif ed substantially in

ft any badq5cOundvamiables such -as ag
/1

of times being a leader teacher

discussion. IndePendance of

tested using the Chi-square sta

eduaational attainment, number

numberof tilws leading group

and background variables was

14 showsC. Analysis

that the three,treatment groups did dif significantly in

amount of school completed, number of time-haing been a leader
ti

teacher or the nuthber 9f tires having led group discussions. It

(should be nszted,l'huw6ver, that the amount of sdoaltompleted

approadhed the level of statistical significance.used in the study.4 , 3

;Table -14_.s

, Relationship of Trdanna.ntiGrciups' Compo4tion

Characteristics

Age.

School.Comepleted

kumber.of Times Being
a Lesson Leader

Nuaiber Tines Leading
-Ccup Discussion.'

Chi-square

20.90901

19.90743

9.38409

12;14887. 10'

ti

Significance'.

.05,

.15

28 f:

-

Groups did differ significantly in age.- 5camination of the.dat'

that l'reatanent Group B. (slideltapepresentation plus con- ,

(1 dept- lesson) was Slightly. older than the: dgeir treatment groups:
-

I
leader Charadteris

t'
, Did the "Discussion Leader Training Program" wofk best for .

Certain types of learneis? Nqultiple ,regrOssioiri was used to explore

.

Askodia,ted With Improverren'

a



the relationship between individual improVemCnt and the background

variables, of age, ,,edu.cational attainment, 'number of times having been

a lesson leader and nunber of -tines having led group discussion.

The stepped down, multiple regression analysis entered the Wk
.

ground variables in the order of amount of change accounted, or in

knowledge improvement. See Table 15. Seven. percent of the varia-

bility 'in knowledge gained can be explained by the demographic

va;riables. Both age and level of schooling were negatively assoc-

iated with knowledge gain, Significant correlations were found be-
e

tween nunber of timzs having been a lesson ,leacFer. and age and

extent of knowledge, gain.
, r

on.s0&"r,we'keraingerness schooled and>had greater ex:-.

petience in being a lesson leader were associated with greater in-

e

creases in thei*"-I,znowledge scores when compared to their higher

14.

schooled, older, 'less experienced counterparts.

None of the variability in iatti_ *royenent was explained

significantly by the'demographic variabl s.

Table 15 k

acteristics &Si:milted with Kndffiedge Improvement-
.

imarier

Order ,Indepenent
Variable

endent Variable
Iledge Trnprovement

beta , Val-ue' Significance

Level of
'; Schooling -.341- 03.447 :065;

-.Number of tines

fel ha been a i

les leader .751 °,5,697 .02

Age .524' 5.628 .02
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Volunteers'. Reactions to "Discussion Leader .'raining Program

Response frequencies of volunteer leaders to a rating scale-
,

on the "Di.scussion:Leader Training Progrard' are presented in Table
< .

16.-, lath of the psrogram coMporient average ratings are shown in

T le 17: While on the average, each of the three components cif

the "DiScussian Leader Training gram' received "good" (3.03,

3.4 and 3.4 on a 5.0 scale) ratings, the overall rating of the

'Discussion Leader Training Prograt? was 3.9 on a 5.0 scale.

Table 16
Volunteer leaders Ratillg of the

"Discussion eaderfThaining irogLram'L\

Program Aspect

a. The overall.teacher
trail; ns 'segment of leader
trauutA ,..

b. The slideitlape p-resen-
9. ,tation. 'You , re The Quiang

"1.411c"." .'

audio quality
ibis qUati_ty
r
C0.4

: overall
c Ccincept lesson
.d. The helpfulness of,
the group discussions y.

.'N = 192

Frequency. of. Rating Selection
- -Excel- Good

ent
Fair Pooh t

li-

40 112 31

23 93, 66 5
.

25. 80 72 7 it,

20 70 10 7

22 87 62 7 14
,3

34 66 18 64 4

23 32 3 125

l)
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Table..17

Mean Ratings on the "Discussion
leader Training Program"

Program Aspect p Mean Score

a. The overall teacher-training
segment of leader training

b. The slide/tape-presentation
"You're The Guiding Link"

3:9

1. Audis? 'quality 3.6

2. Visual quality 3.5

3. Conten 3,4

4. Oveir

c:. Content le on 3.03

d.° GrOu' p discuss). 3.4

Note: Mean score, based on 5=superior; 4=excellent; 3=good; 2 =fair, 1=poor

The time allocation for this leader training was sixty minutes

spent,on subject matter acquisition and sixty minutes on preparing

for the discussion leader role. This represents a deviation from

the usual Hennepin County practice 'of sReiiding alrtnst all the time

on subject mater acquisition: Subjects were asked in the posttest

to rate :their feelings with regard to time spent on ,subject matter

(Copipg With Change, Crisis apid Loss, In Your Life), and time spent

on preparing for the leader teacher role. Table .18 sumiarizes their

a

reponses.

Moat volunteer leaders felt "just enough" time was spenc_irl. this

leader training 'on subject i@atter .presentation and on preparing or

the role of leader.

A multiple regression analysis was done to test the relation of

44background characteristics and the volunteer leaders' feelings abOut-
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, alk

ent on the two areas. There was little relation-

dap- between7the-variati "Aluyespobses and .the sample's Character-
. 9

istics aI evidenced by results of nUltiple_regressions. Number, Qf

times having previously led group disCUSsionsoexplaiii two percent

of the variability in response. No background variables

cantly accounted for variation in response to amount of time spent,

on preparing for disCusSiOn leadPr role.

Table 18

Volunteers Response To Time Expendit
At The Leader Training Meeting

NbMbet 'of People Selecting Response

Test Item Too math Just enough Too little 'Noregporise Vban.

Feeling about amount
of subject matter
presented at this

:leader training 24 1.88.

Feeling: about amount
of time spent on-
belpirt:prepare for
rolecof discussion 14 160

leader

17. 1 1.9

Note: mean score based on 3=toolmiudh; 2=just enough; 1=too

niscussion

Four questions were investigated to determine the effectiveness

of the 'Tdscussion Leader Training Progne. Each vestion will be

discussed in terns of the findings.

Did leaders increase knowledge scores and attitude ratings

after participating in the "Discussion Leader Training Program?

"Overall, leaders significantly increased, both their knowledge.scOre6
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and attitude .rates' after participating in' the,'Program.

Ifirld4WI.7the three Cowonents of the "Discussion Leader"'

,

. 4

Training Ptofweldiwas .associated with the greatest increases

in knowledge and atti

.(/
The results of the one way OVA showed no evidence of any statis-

tically 'significant difference amount treatment 'groups .in improve-

mint, either in knowledge orettitude. The addition of the concept

lesson and group discussi9n on the role of discussion leader did not

add significantly-to knowledge of or attitude towardidiscussion leaderli

:7810p.--Gte might ,conclude tfien-to show only the slide/tape or, as'

was pointedlbut earlier'in.this qapter, the differences within the

treatment groups may be great enough to offset differences dicing the

groups. These findings way be interpreted, in light of,the time'

constraints impOsepy the leader training.

The literature supports group discussion s an effective tech-

nique for fo ering adult edu tion; it also po is out that group
LN

discussion is time consmirg. It is dubi9us-if the ten minutes

allocated:wds sufficient to develop the 'group discussion and planning

component of the "Discussion Leader Training Program".

Did the, program work better for different learners -- in

terms of amount of experience as a lesson leader, amount of

.

experience as .A..discussion leader/age and level of educe-

tional'attainment?

The sample of 192 woMen ranged in age from "25 under" to "over

65". Ninety seven percept, were high school graduetes; fifty eight

percent completed some post- secondary education. Over eighty'percent
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of th:6 sample had seared As)Vblunteet teachers at least once before.

attending this leader training meeting;. eighteen perCent were first

time less

leider tra1 ng had never led a group discussion. Nearly forty

percent r led leading one to fiVe dikussions. Over twelve per

leaders, TWelve percent of those attending the study's

cent were experienced discussion leaders, having lead 2k or more dis-
t,.

cuisions.
.

.The:m,,del profile of thisstUdy's is a famal

36 -45 years of age, a high. school graduate ha Some postsec

ed4cation,'who previously sexed. eS a lesson leader and who previously

led a group discussion.

Using multiple regression inalysesto explore t e relationship
,

. between individual improvement and background variables, it was found

that persons who were younger, less schooled and had greater ex-'

.i'perience in being a lesson leader were associated.ldith greater increases

p

in knowledge scores when compared to their higher soled older,

less experienced counterparts. This generalization should e vi

with caution because only seven percent'of)the variability hi kn

A
ledge 'responses was explained by the background variables . (- None

of the variability in\attitude was explained significantly by the

denographic variables.

r

Baying such a heterogeneous clientele makes prograprnitig and

training challenging. Volunteers bring with them differentl_evO.s

of leadPrship experience and different levels of subject matter ex-
- 'A

pertige. For example, in this study one participant was a fizneral

director, another was in chgrge of bereavement support igroups for a

14.
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major netropolitan hospital, while Others expressed they couldn't

think of any change, crisis or loss situations that had occurred in

their qr their familys` lives.

Whereas one might assume that first time leader-teache' rs would

show greatest improvement in knowledge socres and attitude ratings

by participating in the "Discussion Leader Training Program",

findings in this study do not support this assumption.

Volunteer trainers should 'not mininIze the possible benefits of

training experienced leaders on the_assuaition "they already, know
r

all". Nor slul.d ezTerienced leaders be rcuse51,, from par cipating

in' training. Experienced leaders may have to 'unlearn" previously

acquired inappropriate behaviors, or may have to lean context

specific skills:, Ins culating that there might be sone skill and

attwitude trfanslter, one ghtN aiso asgtze that there yould exist a

signifi rjelationship between the number of leader had

been a 1 son leader and discUssion leader and increases in know-

ledge( id attitudes scores.1 However, no-significant relationship

wAs found between ,increase inattitude cores and umbeefof times one
n.

haS been a lesson and discussion leade

was found between increaseAn knowledge

had been a discussion

results, may view

and no t relationship
ccores and wL.Litimes one

leader. The volunteer trainer, based on these

training opportunity as unique.

How di& the 1 ader rate the cussion lead Training

Prqgrair, terms of te cal quality and h 1pfulness?

Each the three components of the "Discussion Leader Tr

Program" were rated good on a five 5oint scale from superior` tq,,
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poor. Overa11,4the total program averaged nearly excellent ratings.

Total nilieu, or the total experience, rated slightl higher than

the individual parts. The slick/tape reAntation an group dis-

,

cussion received the sane ream ratings (mean 3.4 with 5 being superior

The concept lesson was also rated good, but had a slightly lower

/mean (3.0).

ihe higher ratings on the slide/tape presentation and group

discussion may be related to participants' greater familia!rity with

these techniques;Nand/or participants finding thent more stipulating

and more directly related to their Noltmteer task than the concept

/
lessbna.

Although this study represented a deviation from thexisual

Hennepin. County leader training meeting procedure, eighty-three per-

cent of the vplunteers.felt '',.jUst enough"
tine was spent an subject

.

matter presentation and on prep g for the le of discussion

leader.

aa

.Approximately t p9rcent ofthe,respondants felt "too'little"

-.Subject matter And-discussion leaderdhiipfOrmatiOnuab pretented.
,

.

WigikeaS program developer may f69.741qwas a limitation, the

majority of volunteersein this study did not. Perhaps the vblun--
a.

teers had "apeciations.as to what can be realistically accomplished

in a two-hourliraining period or as to,the amount of time they were

ling to devote to training. Thin. there are those whb never feel

there 'its enough time for anything. Seven percent rated "too much"

imp was spent on preparing for the role of,disiNasion le
a

tP

might speculate 1 ref those spondants,are leaders 1,;rho have erved as

. .0ne-
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discussion leader "21 times or more". This was not supported by

multiple regression analyzing the relationship between individ-

ual responses and leaders' badkground variables.

Based on the data, the 'Discussion Leader Training Program" was,

effective in.increaSing participants' knowledge of and attitude

toward the role of discussion leader. In terms of.the

technical quality and helpfulness, the subjects rated the program

"excellent ".

When interpreting the findings, one'should recognize the

following violation.4 of independence of individual response:

- that;,people in this study were not selIcted randomly rom

popular' mti

- that yeoike don' t act independently whin a class

- and that inference about npthods are being made for only

one teacher.

°

1-



CHAPTER, FIVE

SUIVARY AND IMPLICATION

Su wary of the Problem

One of the unique Anrican aspects of adult education.'is the

,widespread use of volunteers. Beratise of the important contribu-

tions volunteers have made and can make, adult educators have' long

been concerir with the problenis of selecting and training leaders

for the many informal. groupings through which a great deal of
I

© adult education, s carried on The Ag_cultural Extension Service

is one adult education organization that relies' on more' than a
_ (4.

persons who, each year, -act as lay leaders in groups and

/ for the projepts4related to them, - Since the:exi.stervtoe and effective-
.

ness of agenci6S, such:as the Extonsfon.SerAce de on,-the 0

`.effect ess
(1 ;- -. ., i- -' ..1, '' N *

f its'Volunteers, it see0,,inperative to stludy.the
...

41:process of vol teer training ndctoevalUtmethods or cOubin-m
2 7 j

ation of tec hniques which contri4d4e0oto volUnteer effectiveness.'"

'( The sisaficance of this
,

study' is to.addresS .the practical.-

7concern,of Improvingvolunteez effeCtivene:ss. On a theo-,--

retical level, i can contribute to an understanding of the ,leader

training prolass'and provide, insights into a °Corrbination'of

1 tekrs in ,dik:ussion

ReViek9' of Ilter

wa§-
_
Conducted rel; ted to.study upK_
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\-
research and theory oni 'Study groups haw histor-

/ 6

tally been a pari of)U.S. adult educ.ation. Membership character:
-.-

ekce
haVe primarily been-the focus of investigations of study

N

groups. Mine evaluatioris-ini the effectiveness of study roups in

fostering adult learning have been pofitive, -the reported studies

have been limited within.the Agricultural Extension Service to
.

_.

those where the method-demonstration k,echnique of graupiitstructi
si -'

1

.
I...4(

has been used.
r -

r

°
Faculty for; informal study groups are.usually adult valuni-

te/\ers trained as peer teachers. Research on adult peer teaching

l

f" is las° liniited;' much of wh.9t has be repo is des

. .

ofLearning theorists and researcher,segenerally espouse they, e or
.k ,

, L

audio- visual aids pan cePt learning and group disc,usion. as
-, ...

.ing devices.-sey do not see any e device as an .end, b

\
aS a Way to optimize the learning process. -A multimedia approach,

,- . . ,\°L. \ , , ..,, \ 7 '.

(
,- .,.:Pealing to several of the learners'

i
senses, enhances, learning..,

dh-

1.

Although the literature adequately caVers'the investigations of

.7== 1
.0.1.)nany.aspect§ of°,...tea ,11-tri*re,,,IS'aiciefafi.fte dearth °cam

tospect to instructional r-1r-044a for gai ning nIng adult-vol7,
peer teachers inedis cu:ssi leade tsY

"! A

oI 0

afk

- '

From. ysis f the' pr6-blem_ e review of research, a A

.ii
, ,., t. c___

scu:s4on Leader ,Trainirig Pragr de've.loped by the investi-.

iator.- Consisting 4/3.11ree coMponents, the "DiScussion Leader Train-
.

ir.ig Program" included' a slide/pape presentation, a concept`lesson,

and .discussibn. l'he-rilidebtape presentation "You re The .1
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4

Guiding Link - Learning. Link' II"-intro duces the concept discussion"

,
leader and covers discussion leading procedures and problem. A

g (

Concept lesson de4tnes attributes of the concept discussion

/itacor and provides experiences in concept discrimination and geri-

er group discussion component.provides an op-porL-unity

for le.gde%rs to plan a lesson for their local group, nEeEinkz

study w concerned with the evaluation.of the. effec,

tivenes s the cuSAon Tpa irainingPrdgraM% To determine

its effeCtiveness, four r-questions were investigated,in this eval-
These were:

1.

a

44.

Did' -volunteer leaders increase coresease knowledge ores and

g Program'!?

2. Mich of the three components .of

iraining-Ppgran" was associa d, with the greatesct
4.

el/

-fir

CUSpion Leader

.at itWe ratings. after particiVating in the 'pis sion,
, .

:crease in owledse. and attitu4?

°

. Did progim work better for different learners

in. terms of amount o f experienteas/a. leader,
.

/
e4erience as a. diqus'silDn-leeder-7,\ageand level' of

0

(educational attainment?

4. y did the leaders rate the 'DiscUssionLeader*Trairliti..

Program" in .terms of technical quality, and 'hTlp essl

(;)

k.

_Design ,

*. -
(,A qu.as.i-,,e_lLpe,mdtatideSIgn.'using non-equivalent treatiment'

groups *was' study.' "s desi
4

. The study sUbj ects, were

County, Minnesota': adult tx3men who recei d trainiA as dis-4\

\ .5

c". ;

9 0 t A
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cussion' lead4 for city's 1979 November Extension t.
4

topic "Cop g With Change Crisis and Loss Life". cr°-

-11hiee treatment groups wetel devised. 1 leadei-s were pretested

-before participating in the ..'',Discussion Leader Training Program".

Ail. leaders received the .complete program, but potetin& varied.\ t

depending on treatment group. Treatment Group A was posttested

after the 'completetreatment seeAig the .slide/tap&presentation,\
4

wotking through the concept 1 on and participating. in 0- r-clup' die-
..

-
,i

°' cuAsictt.,_' Treatment Group .13 participants were sttested after
d. .,

seeing thg;t14-de/tape4resent4icin:an' d /icing .through the concept .
s.

Was pOstteeci aft'e? seeing the slide/tape pre-:\>
o' , 4, .k ,lesson and drouti.0

r . .

seritaticin only.

The eval do instrUment irxvolvtda pretest -and posttest,'
'

sigped'at'id adthinistered by th investigator, .they, were constructed.
. .4

A

to gather dat'concerning,subjects';knowledge "of and attitude" to-
.4

weird discussion- leadership, sUbject demogr ph.id thar cteristios,,
/and isubj ectS ' of the technical: ..aspeCVs-7-and.help ess of

the '!Discussion -Leader TrainiVg". One liiindred ninety-two usefile

!pretests and posttests liere.sectrced..-

Date,were statistically' analyZed fOr'. fkequ6nC...idi.stributi*,

me.ans and standard deviations ,]?aired iests, one-way analysis.
. -t , li'

of. . . ,

variahet,,ifultiRleregressi and Chi square vere tests_also,
c, \

,

used tct_ analyze the 4...

,

...Theiliata fracas study 4onti-ibuted to the.ude.rsta'pling

Ofkoltinteer acteristifo-r' one/Ext
.trainfn' g meting:-

, /

.

r leader -,



* 'thirty: percent Nn1p/ye 1ffider 36, years,of age
3

About 63twere under 0 ,years of.age,

only- 3%` were in the over :63 'age:group

'lc Nearly 97%' ,were higti .soil' gr tes

Fifty- eight percent had: sOre post/4concia..1-y.education .

74

e

* rOve S L'had served as gxtEmion,lesson leaders at least once

Appr m tely one-fifth were firstrXime leader-teachers.

preenta had neVier led, a grou discusSion

recalled leading-one tO five.discussions

;"

' OVer Cr 'wire expe4enced In' di.4cu,ssiciii leadership, ving,,
i ..led: or e, discussions. ,; \____, t),
\ a

'Iiiii,le ognizii at geat ,diVersitcy was. repreSentecr 'the
4 . ' .#

"typical" partici.pont could be 'characterieged as femaie, 36-45 'years,
1 ---

,, .

of lige, ,a high` school graquate.ha 'some pept-s-e-condary educaion,
,,--

previouSly, serve? is a lesson, leader'kd previxiisly led a group rii-...S7

, , "

ely.SSiOrl.1 7 ',
, ,...,-

c -4, 7.p.
e

1.
, , A

-The follawing relate tp the Stuay gt.wstrons and* tbi findings:
_,,--

D-1,0wauiiteer' leaders "increaAe knowledge Scores and attitude

ratingS aYterppaztcpat.in, in'the:"Ais,cussion=Leader Training
.4g1 q.

ry ".
r:Prograni"? ! 4.4 e

Res tits tisfii ,a12--tests shor,;,Ted there -was a pig-ill-Ix:ant

,ainproVement frota pretest to pefsttests .for Ae, total. saaple in both ..
their--knoWledge a.nd attitude toward the role of :discuSsign"leader

and toward pfanning, :and%cilitating a :group ai,scussion..

Which Of the three dompon'eritg the:,"Disdussion'Tzeader Tr

Pr-ograni" Was associated with the greatest increase in knowledge-
,

and' at---_ --



7.he-regules of a one-way ANOVA showed no evidence of any

statisticglly.significance among treatment groups in improvement.
e.

scores,
u -

scores, either in knowledge or attitude. One could observe, however;
. .

differences. among the means'ofthetreatmint grOups. The diffrence

within treatment groups may. be great.enough to offset difference

among the groups.

Did .the program work Fetter fob different learners?

Multiple.regression analysis showed -ttle relationship be-
. .

tween individual improvement and the backg3puryariables of age,

edlic.ational attainment, ntmaliog-r of tires having been*Iklesson leader
- ;

and'ntiber of times haiing, led g group discussion. Seven percent

of the variability in. knowlege scores showed that persons who'were.

Younger,. less schooled'and ha4 grtev'experience in being a lesson
.

leader were associated with gi-eater increases in knowledge scores

when compared to their older er level schooled, less experienced
.2

' counterparts6

How did the'leatiis rate the 'Discussionleader Training'`

Program" in-terms ofiachnical quality and helpfulness.?

oveeali, the total "Discussion' Leader Training Program" °averaged

nearly .excellent ratingi o a scale. of superior, excellent, good,
)

<t)

fair and poor. Jach Of the three c 1111onents Of:the program were11

ea;

rated "good". The slide/tape presen#tion and gr:oup :disbussionre-

thei,sarne mean ratings (nEan '3.4with =, superior). lb
.

Vsson ratedwas also rat but had a slightl,t lower tirL.aii (3:0)-

;Other ttao, cOthponentk: tight3r-three percent of.tfie parti-
cipants felt ,.just tine was sprit on the- subject, matter pres-7



entation and on preparing for the role of discussion leader

Implications

The findings. of this study have a number of implicationS. ,for

idministrators, trainers of adult educators, teachers of volunteers

'and 'program deSignera, Administrators of adult education programs
. .

after reviewing this study, have a basisforplacing a higher

priority on leader training meetings a vehicle for personal

development of clientele and for reaching and teaching large groups

of clientele. Volunteers as'adult peer teachers are a resource that

has just begun to be tapped and.that holds great.potentialefdr the

future development of adult educa-tion. In light:of this potential,

.allocation of increased resources by adMiniatrators would be

a

justified to continue devOpping and evaluating peer teaching mDdeis

%

andisupport materials.

For those involved in the education of adult educators who

'th volunteers, the:f011owing recommendations are made based

s%study:

- Instill in the adult educators an appreciation for void!:

.:teers! needs and abilities. t

- 144ruglirpre-service and in-service ,.encdurageaduit educe.-

,- tors to know-and apply adult' g/learning theory to

tholr,prograrmilneeffort:- .,

- Use the "Discussion Leader Training Program" to train adult
eduotors in discussion leadership and to.serve as a training,

frodel. :c -`

- Offer training.inhdArto.use the "Program"'and encourage

its use in local training prdgrams.

-°Poiht'out that the_ ''Pro has been effective in increasing
-participking knyale'ge and attitude toward the role of dis-
cussidn leadership but.is not seen applicAble to
peer teachers, in topics taught.by other techniqueg,

;..
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This study:s result showed that in a short peri?Al of time when
eit

information is dir' lily targeted to help volunteers carry out the

assignment which they have assumed as a volunteer: viplUnteers sig

nificantly increase their knadedge of and attitude toward the task.

These results sholild encourage teachers of volunteers in their ef-

:,

forts of volunteer training. The data related to volunteer charac-

teristies give guidance to developing volunteer training programs.

A keen awareness of 'the population base incli2r1p age, educational

attairmiant and leadership expg fence is invaluable to .the. adult

ecitiPa or prOgrarrming, training g and developing materials
I

ed on this study, volunteer trainers should' not ass that

experie ice4 1Pders do not need training. It may be the cage while

they are experienCed, .they -have never acquired a basicknowledge

base and have learned from "trial and error", or they may have to

"unle:are preViously acquired'behaviOrss, or they may have to learn

context specific Skills.

While. little relatiopship was found in this study between in-

crease in knowledge and attitude scores and number of tirnP-c one has

been a leison leader, the trainer of Volunteers might view each

training opportunity as unique. Experienced lesson leaders may

indeed gave_ atterided 'leader training yeetings on other study topics,

an&may be experienced in peer teaching. techniques other than dis-

cussion (i.e. method - denonstration)t This being the case, volun-'

teerl.trainers 'Should:hot assure the skills involved in those teaching

situ'ations:, are transferred to leading a group discussion.
r r ,-

,4AlihOugh the "Disvision Leader Tr :aining Prograre, is self-

.

neximize the program, the.- volunteer trainer mist be
"
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active in several ways. The volunteer trainer:

78

- must be- Camlitted to 'the concept of adult peer teaching and
the value of training adults for this task.

.

should convey enthusiasm in her attitude

should have knowledge and skill: in discussion leadership
to model the expected behavitors during the subject matter
presentation part of the leader training

have knowledge and skill h. using the "Diidussi_On Leader
Training Progtam"- .

- hve the necessary equipment and material.to conduct the
program and be able .to aperate all smoothly 1/4,- as not to°'
detract fromthe content and process, and 4Ax

.

- be flexible to adapt the program to fit` vollanteers ' needs,
7- ,and background.

To fully d&velop the potentierof °the Tisctissionleader Tr ',alp, ing

Program", a trier of volunteers might hold a; eader training

nE.:ting on the topic of adult peer teachilte (could be 'called Helping
s. °

Others Learn). In the Ext ension Homemaker` setting, -tli-As4hen would

provide a 'two-hour time slot for traiting,fbr- teacher training

rather than-One. It would also be.a trieth:td for inforirring the btudy

group mem'bership of the role of a grout) discuSsik4f:ader;
tl

The 'Discussion Lecider Trainin& Program" wad used 'to '-'t-rain

-1,1oltinteser leaders as teachers: It1n y also be applicable to tra
4

voluAeers who serve in other leaders p capacities. 'For e 1'
a.

it may be part of an Extension Hare Council Meeting 7 so that-

logesion Haremaker organization leaders may increase their

of discussion leadership as well asp increase .their understandfig of

the e)cpectati/ons of the leader-teacheit role.

Trainett of^volunteers must be , aware of the distinctiori between__

a peison's4ability tfo do something aria the will to do fe: In this
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study leaders, on the average, left the training meetingswith-a

knowledge. of and positive attitude toward discussion leadrsh4.:
.

However, they may lack the motivation for the assignment- 'as the task]

approaches. Volunteer trainers might explore ongoing training and

providing training follow-up suppOrt for the leaders or explore

establishing a-network between 1ParlPrs To prFlmote continuing per-,

!tonal., stirnulntien to the volunteers,. trainers should encourage the

ffist.atption.of letidership rola-1y the leader's ouiside of their organ-,

izatiOn. For example; cot lEktiinsiori':.statf could encourage leader
_ A

teachers tO-, aastmE leadership roles oUtside._Of...the Extension Ham-

maker Groups. -.

Finally, volunteer training'is usually= seen as an efii:nt Spon-
,

'
sored by one organization. :ihis'-investigator is suggesting that .

shouibe planned, conducted and evaluated interorganiza-

to utilize all the-possible re:sources. Also it shouldi be

in'the context of a group procese and of team-relationships:-

The format which - composed the "Discussion itader Training Pro-,

gram" may be advocated to other 'program develtOperS. A slide/tape
,

presenation that is up-beat-,- yilually, and auditOrily stimulating
o ;

and narr ted in thq peisoiv att,experiencl vdlurkteer leader

teacher did arouse the Intersik-oethe-leaslets..and imparts' the basi?c'P

notions SiOri leaderShip. Artwork was used to prevent its'
,

t
'outdating. The .concept Son, while rated "good" by' the leers ,.

less appealing.than the two other-Eotponen;s. Once a &ra.144.ng.
.

model such as the "DiScUssion'tdader.Traintmg'Progral:-:,
ra. 'period of yeisre si the use Lof. concept ledSons May.

,
*.sEed

<1.

LEO
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At this point, the concept lesson may be dropped and the discus;ion/

-planning practice time increased. Even,without the dropping of the
o

coriceptAesson,.the practict discussion planning tine should be

increased.
_

The clientele for which the materia157 are designed should be

involved in the planning. In this case volunteers, volunteer

trainers and `those involved in the supe

acted as.ciesigl consultants, and probably contributed to its,.

success in meeting the needs for which it was developed.

lop of) volunteer trainers-=-

nplications for Further Re'I search

findings of. this study suggest, eith y their result

data, the, following further research:

the study using,7an evaluator who is not the program

developer' and implehentor- investigate if either or both
,

, ,_.:were operating -,--teaching Tor the 'test or the social desir-

n.

;

ability problem. Also as a d against.Vatgst sensiti-
-

zation, an alternate form-could be used for the posttest.

- Since this investigatorAt

style, replication -Using a-

verify if the inferences made in this turfy are .valid. J
,

3

- Repeat the study statewide -and/or in other, counties.,

"Cular.teachimg,

erent volunteer trainer would

bute to the .knowlege of horrogenity,,of fin

contri-

of. the study's design (partiCtlarly-tho'se. si with .

other 'than suburpan populations): ,
. ....;

-.Research the .eirdtiveress of "Discussion Leader Training
4, --4-

i
..,..

.Program" beyond th:e Extension Homearr-Noiiis.' and 11)erond thet:r
.4-'
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Pturfy group structure. What .are the -advantages/disadvan-

of concentrating the training efforts with -"open atid-'

iences", or with volunteers from other agencies?

- The iffirs.estigator strongly 'encourages investigation of be

outcoire_s of volunteers after participating in the

4:1

"Discussion Leader Training Program". What kinds of group'-

discussions do trained leaders hold? Haqwo d these compare

with leaders who are not trained? Haw

learn and. retain?

group madbers

- .Investigate the .volunteer trainer's attitude toward leader
Ir.

traAling and the way leader training' is viewed' by the'volun-

-'teers...and the effectiveness of the 'Discussion Leader

4 Training Program". A related s would be to investigate f
op.-

'the'relationship between the volunteer trainer's 5skill in

lItt
eading group diicussion and the effectiveness of the "Dis-

miasion Leader Training Program". -

--41oOk at the issue of identifying, recruiting, .selecting -

-, - volUnteer peer, teachers.. Should any .,voluntier be 'trained'.
. .. .,

git---`-'

as a discussion leader? What would be the 'adVantages and- .,
,

4

\
didadvantages of identifying and intensely training a "coFe"

-of- discuaSion leaders to' lead\ the .studY group when the

J .

topic is¢ appropriately taught by\group discussion? : Hip mach

of this self - selectmen is already going on?-

. I
Continue nresearch orelati-7, eec vnsg,and,ffiee
of delivery systems in &hilt education, particularly -1:n terras

"w of combatting rwihoclologikes and odder of -methodoi

used,-
I 111

4

.



C./ Research if different -training techniques are more effec-

0. ave for different leadership or learning ityles.

Havelock and H;evelock (1973) discuss that there must be a

cliMate of ."institutional -readiness" for a change agent to succeed.

It -would be worthwhile to investigate the ustucly,group-readiness"

"or group member expectations of the leader teachers. There may

be a dicotomy between the, leader't-rained to ask questions and elicit

....

information from the manbers, and the members expecting a lecture

knot being willing to participate in the discussion. While it

may, be important to train the leader, it may-be equally important4,-----,-

to educate the study group membership.

This program and its evaluation is a modest contribution to
a

training discu.ssion leaders; more elaborate e7esearch-would contribute.

to a',theoretic'al framework and'wouid 'add to the "Program's" sophis:,

tickion For example, if those with less thIgh average- education"'

desire, strong, directive leadership by the group discpssion leader
0

while the laetter educated resented a-leader who.dominates the gronio,

it would be interesting to test this finding and explore
4 .4

4

plication andapPlieation to training leader volunteers in discussion

leadership.'

A unique Ameri.can contributiai to adult education =is the use

of volunteers Athay provideS,tevidence that volunteers behe-.
..

fit- frail' c:ontinuing education. Volunte6.-r".cOntirijuilig e,du9tiO.r1
is)

sk

prams ---, their development, arid. evaluatiOn = contitztial
.

; . ,

; ,examination t6 'help Meet the volutiteir ' s the eriteleS and the .,

.4,1..
' eduCatiNn brgnizatiqn",s, Abele.

_
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j AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
.UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA U.S. DEPARIMENT OF AGRICULTURE

INSTI7TUrE_Ok AGRICULTURE, FORES3'RY AND -HOME ECONOMfCS, ST. -15AUL, MN 55108

Syllabus, for Slide Set #337

YOU'RE THE GUIDING LINK

! Link II

IDrilee0R.k Sandmann, Washington mty extension agent, Minnesota

Cassette,.tape:

Slide No.

Title slide '(Project slide #1
on screen and
start tape).

2

Welcome.

Script

rr

-

"You =re the Guiding Link, Learning Link

(

So you've been asked to be the study group

discussion Ifeaders. Great', A' discussion

lesson can be. 'exciting and pi-oductiVe.

/% To make that happen, you. _1 be the key.

3

Link, Hello

4
Discuss and

Share 4

ty

You will be the learnin; But the

members will not lean

In an exciting '41

they will learnby

views.' (Have you

.idea when you expc

hap; "leader" is

for your 1 An ,:=2

alscussiori,

own

_LLS- -I' sharpens an.

.)tz _)? Per-

for

90

9



Slide No.

5

Guiding link
putting on hat

6

Can I

.7

pinebther

8

%I> Route to
Discovery

r.

Script

a pescussfon study topic has amore

suby.e, yet very important, ,role as a . La

facilitator...a guide...

.a guiding learning link. A discussion

. facilitator guides an exploation of a:°.

topic for the purposes of group learOng.

o-

9

Discussion
Topics

No, don't say...but...but I can't do that!

You pare not living asked to be an ...Gyernight
- p

expert.

Rather, for.a short period of,, ime, you

are thelerson to .set up an informal en-

vironment to help others learn.

f

Remember, your main responsibility as a

guiding link- is to guide dis.=-Jssin and

to stimulate interest in dg

mere about the topic.

needn't worry the'

problems.

:77-"ng with chF

a to pop_ Ad t

-slues

-.1.re. .7. right or wr.

99



Slide" No.

10

Group involved
in cooking

/ 11

.Script

Each of is probably has a, preferred,

style of lead4nga:discuSsion as a

guidinglink, hut.there is a point

*.
should all remerrber whesime pit On

we,

guide's hat 7 get'others involved.
4 11t.

the

Because you have taken part in a leader

'training meeting, you-have information

and training that others in your group

We need you

13

Planner

l4

Checkl,ist

want...this will

othert involved.

in getting

"Active" learners are the beQt learnerq.

How does all 'this hapPen.?-, To get ready

for this discovery trip, start with

.careful planning.

As A teacher - planner, decide where you

N
want the didussion to' lead. BecOme as

faMiliar as possible with the subject.

4

Reread the written material and notes

taken.at the training sessiJ: Get to

feelfcamfortable with the 1:::7-L.C. /Readat747

_ .

other resources will add to -_--aurbaCk-
..

4,



I/ like to. do scree set-ions reflecting
,

On what my own knowledge, feeIlligs,

values, and attitudes are on the par-v

t;Lcular study toPic.

Then I think about members in rny group.

Our group was interested in understanding
-

more about t= ens and, in pareicular,

about ca5ng with teens and
o

teeing to them...even thoUgli the

mg session covered understanding keens ;

c=nunicating with them; and family

17

Our members
are. - -

18

Alternative W

t9 do,with tgens.

'cat about your group?...what are their

interests?...ages? What is .sc

is that because of the grow

= their varying backgrounds; and

tiieL stages in life, each member will

seeing, and feeling a topic

2 a_l_iy. It s interesting to talk.

differences. (

icaz pl=inethe discussion, don't plan

their mind. Rather, plan tc

them look at where they are in their

_le and raise alternative ways of seeing

:La same subject.



.* 19 _

l!asic Tools

20.-

Question ?.-

Response....

Tie Togethar

21

Talk-

22.

Respect CaallE=1
levels

23

°Questions,- Pot.. tive

,Responses

or-

Script

Once you, as the guiding 7.ink, have ap,

idea of what major concepts should be

covered, then, as a teacher-planner, you

have' to plan how to cover thah. tierei

are many helpful tools for a guiding

link!' A-basic one is to ask questions.

You, your partner,. or another member in

your group 'asks a qu6tion.

As the grow responds, tie comments to-

gether or ,raise related questions: Fill

in points- i-ran the training session or

your reading, but do so in the form

questions. Asking..."Have you consizL.----cr

or, "fa-Lat would happen...?"

Get those learners involved. A SUCCE:

cul
guiding link is one Ida gets othe._-_a

to 'talk. In fact, a talkative leader

usually cuts down on group participation.

0f course, not ewrydne is atjthe same

comfort leve in sharing and discussing

mattersfreely. Respect Comfort levels'

and don't a enate anyone in the.group.
.

Questions start the discussion, and ,can

-

02



Slide No. .\

26

Gaimss Role .

Playing, etc.

r.

95

Script

keep,:the discussion going. You can illge

members. to clarify or expand on what they

have said.. If a questim is asked cf

you., _refer it tc the total group.

Another approach the, diJcus:sion

ing is for you to

Positive responses

understanding; Z:=12

or judgmTrital.,,

They can say to another person

listening to you. I want to dc. =ad

what your are saying and .feelinz ."

To tell you the truth, = had t2 reaLly

p-aCtice these.responses, both

and non-verbal, so "atey came naturally.

YOu may want to, too...but you mu ytiur

whole group will have better disc --u.:.sions

if you use "this technique. Try a -:Jirror

to pr#ctice those non-verbal, res -p0-S-S .

Other tools (to use as a. guiding i±nk are

role playing, quizzes, or games Learning

'should. be fun: playing, quizzes !

4 and gaiies can introduce furi and humanness



Slide No. Script

27

Ke'y Points

28..

ExPert

29

Spice Rack

96.

in a :topic..that could get too heavy.--.-

After all, )rou want members tO go way

good information 'bu-. also. go maay

e njoyed the 1 -,earni process.

tape. by ar. ::_mert on -the topic.

tool to The tape u

.7-rovided: at the leadez

± you could cut your .. oc by intervieziri.s.

People.. P.L.-zer the group

.las discussed an laspezr.: the lesson,

yot_- can play the tape L. :.. brief review.,

of key ..--,oints.

It's reassu-Ong to he a guiding-link with

experts in yoUr ,packet'

If you. havb time, ypu -might want to

collect poems:music, clippings, pictures,

and, cartoons related to the topic to

"spice.4 up" a.bit...or better yet, have

club members bring these).,

This preparation ahead of time by the

marchers Will "hbok" them into the topft.

Having planned where you All go and how

you will get there, you are ready to



Slide No.

32
Set the Stage

33

Think,--Listen,
React

34

Guiding link
pointing the way

4

97

Script

.1aunCh the exploration -- your local

group meting. .

At your club meting, set the stage.

Ai-range a comfortable seating plari,

where everyone can see each otlier. Good

discussion is easier to achiee when

people are 'relaxed and comfortable.

Start with a 4arM hello anceby making

sure everyone is introduced. By way

of, introduction, perhaps marbers could

.
share the cartoon ortoon r poetry they brought.

.txplain that the group will learn by ,

thinking about, questions or situations

.../Ahd by hearing other's reactions.

r

You may want to make a brief statement

about the importance of the topic as you

see it.

Now put on your hat,' take out your tools*

_ .
and gUide the discussion'.

N
35 Usually 1 hour is' set aside for the pro-

t
1 hour' .: gramat your-ieeting. You-mig,ht not be

,t2

- be .4)le to Cover all the' aspects you had
4

c
. 4

J
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36

WrgP up'..

37

A Good Meeting

38

Applause

J

98

a

planned at that,time.. If one idea

beccxres ,important, don' 5 skimp on /it

to cover the test of your material.

DO leave at least 5 mites at the end

of the journey to wrap tup the discussion.

Have the learners poitrit out highlights

or major iciPas of the journey .1 This is

a good way to determine how rixich they

have learned.

You might al,so hear iiings such as , "It's

been good meeting( I learned at least

one thing 1- didn't know before"...or,

'That a super meting; I got a chance

to talk:"

What a great feeling to hear these things.

Then you'll know you've been a successful

le4der-teacher; you've helped othets

learn; you've become that important

guiding link.

Don't squelch discussion during coffee

time. Remanber, the learning will con -.

tinue right through the socialAing. Q.

.
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40 On the night before the meeting, when

Link in Bed r"---

I'm a leaderteadher, i have sweet

dreams becuase of the careful planning

41

What if?

42
Silence is
golden

43

Pulling idea
from bowl

.S7

44

Person covering
ears

k4;-.

I've done. I am prepared; I have a

general idp of wfiere I will be guiding

others...and how.I will be guiding the

learners.

Occasionally, however, the 'what if"

nightmare creeps in. "What if the

group can't get ptarted?

I could happen and I need to be flex-

ible: I could wait just 1 to 11/2

;

vntes...the silence may help the learners

arfoil-their thoughts and. help them assume

responsibility for 'alb lesson.

Or I could-try having someone rephrase

the discussion question, or go4around

the group asking if someone has'a respons

Or that first idea could wait for later

and,I'll try starting the discussion with

a different idea.

What if someone dominates the discussion?

Ask, "Haw do the rest of you feel aboyE

that idea?" Say, 'Okay, that's a gOod

Win may move on to someone .else?"

1.0 7'



45

Link off the

Path

DisaUssion
Helps .

47

Good discussion...

100

Script

You. could go around the group again,.

asking if some:One has a response.

iliat if the group gets off t he subject ?,

.Ask, "Are we off the subject?" Say,

"We're talking about teachers', disci-

plining but i topic is supposed to be

family discipline."

That i_ f interest la' sure the s,

discussion does not too ling on a
,

tingle .point. Say,: "Have we covered that

point and may we go on?"

_
Maybdtteople need more: information to, help

I

the discussion. Say; Ita we have enough
; - -

informatiotg" -Or, 'Id this an area you

tr

will ned to sti.jr an your own?" Use

visual aids and,examples when the ma' teiial

is difficult.

t if digcussion gets too heated? Say,

"We have twos viewpoints here. Are there

any othei views ?" Emphasize the/ impor- \y_f

:mice of getting many viewpoints. 'Say,

This really isn't the place where we

'can settle that issue, so maybe we should
1 .\ 1

1 as

..
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49

../Competence.and
Confidence

Script

101

move on to the next topic." Remind'the

group that in this di§cussion we aren't

/looking' for one 'Eight answer. Differing

views are welcome.

By being prepared.. POOF . the 'what
0

if7 nightmare disappears.

7:.

I remind myself. that beciuse of

training andpeparation, I have coal-,

b.
petence in the subject and confidence

in facilitating a discussion.

I :have something tlite:.group wants'

William Shakespeare-Siidvi:'% person

cane truly help others,Nithout helping

""

hiMself"

51 And yiu can shout`. .1, am the key ;1

an important learning gotixiity,'. 'Tat a

suing

Good luck.
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So yo .re going to be a stuti group discussion.leader!

This unit "is designeti to assistxyou.

Read thee first 3 pages. Study them careftlly and proceed

as the directions will indicate:
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'Concept: .1 Discussion Facilitator

Critical Attributes:rs
'r

4A discussion facilitator is a person 7

guides a topical conversation with tl-

It purpose of group...learning.
A

2.

104

cilitator

An. Extension Homemaker discussion facilitator attends the leader training

on a. topic and .s,,responsible- for setting up an informal environ'inent to

help local. study group members learn. 4
-ca

Variable Itributes:
)

A/though some topics are more.iappropriate,.

any subject matter may be.covered in

discussion lesson.

Information usually come from-the_training
session,' but.may come from other sources '

teas' well. -

The facmat,of learning environment

a variety of forms.
,)

can take
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ta

Example:

-s\ 3. June thinks aboi%how.to involve the group members

in'sharing ideas about menopause.

Not an Example: .

. Ann prepares to tell group Members what. A
shehas.learned

about menopause.

,

V

For your cbnsideration:

,Both,wolpen are Othe'planning phase of establishing,a learning environment.

-Which would result in guiding. others? June probably will be able

to guide a topical conversation about menopause by planning to involve group

members.. In telling the group about menopause, Anp will not be facilitating

a discussion; she will merely be lecturing to the members.

a

x14



PRACTICE 1

oa

The Lakeview Extension HOE-a. ^s T Ue Troup .has gathered for their

monthly meeting. The __Ives.

Check examples of discussi flit

A. Sally is readin the what she has learned at the

twining sessio _rout additives.

Sue is raising cirlAstioTls w.out types of food additiVes to

which the me er7, are re posing based. on their knowledge

And a$perienCe.

107

C. The group s not mentie7 pros to haVing food additives.

Jane adds hisinforMatic from her training and reading.

After you have checked the letterS next to the examples you think.
t

illustrate .discUssion facilitatOrs, turn the page.

a
za



For Your ConsiL: :n:

_r-

0

1.

108

A basic tool in discussion leading is raising

questions. A leader asks a question to which
members respond based on their knowledge and .

experience. Granted tht group's knowledge and.

xperence ma'y be limited, but rather than a

on -.facilitator filling in points from her
session ox;'reading, she should ask a

me-- .0: .In Jane's case, ,one might be "Why

wantant bleached enriched flour over
flOu4r? Orjhave you considered when
would be beneficiair'i

/(
, . .

. . . .

..2 you been to meetings where, you have been read to?

:--.3 there .any interaction between teacher and studentg?

-a.s it;intereSting?..How much do ycu remember? 'How

much did you learn ?,

(1.

-6-

11 6



PRZICTICE .2

Where bowling, the -iversation turns to ways

Ly... 7- dates what she heard on tilis

I:1h-
,-- not an example. of the concc

c c.. ...fa
,

.

Wry : answer -.erz.- J

O

rtesponseciturri the piagc-,.

,

1.

o

.40

ao"



, I

ror YoUr Consideration:

Did, yoU notic that

team? What'i the iv

ihey 7:opical

merely casual and
the exchange of views?
.Others to share their

ti

grrolip' is a h

a'rypurpose:
aversation or
atal?Its:,Lyn
Is she encour

z:eas?

--110-



,'PRACTICE 3

111

Check the examples you think adiscusion facilitator might do beferre'

a 'group meeting.

yr
A. Do nothing; the discussion will dbmenaturally.

j B. Ask Members to bilifig...a. meaningful:piece of prose,'poetry
v

, or comic on-the. topic. v

.

C. Practice positive' espcinses.
.

,
, 0 ,

.% 0

-D. Practice techniques she will be demonstrating.
\,

E. Outline discussion questions. '.._

p

);...

.4 . ..') C3' At,
:

r.- .- .

..After you hav4 made sour selctions turn the page.
., - . .

'I



For .your consideration:

a

What can'happen if a discussion is left to its natural

course? Someone could Aominate, oril!f one side of an issue

may be expdsed; the conversation nay get off track and

the topid not covered at all...all oyrhich can be

frustrating!.

To 'accomplish the goal of group learning, usually, the

planning of facilitating techniquestfis necessary. What

are these discussion guide tools? biscussion questions

are one. cPbsitive responses keep a discussion going.

positive responses are verbal and nonverbal accepting,

understanding statements - not evaluative or judgmen4-0.1. ''

Hdo)Cing the learners into,the. opic by having them bring

something is another way of in lying them.- Demonstratingv

is- a show and tell method. Wh t de5 the members do while ,::)

the leader is demonstrating? vrhey usually are pas§ive.

Is this a gdod technique for guiding a conversation?

,
±

.., - a .

,

a

112

a
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PRACTICE 4

a

If someone is dominating a conversation, what would

a discussion facilitator, do?

Write answer here?
1

4

After thinking and writing about this situation, turn the page.

.

r



For Yofir Consideration:

.

If someone is(dOminating a disolissionA9wdoes one guide a

topical'bonversation to include the ideas,and experiences of

others in the group'?

en

ei

114

. .

A discussion facilitato, could

problem by saying, ''OK; that's

on to Someone else." 4'

explicitly point out the
good point; may we move

If the discussion facilitator lets the person contintid or

interrupts the domineering person and coetinue5,herself

(in .a domineering role) she will probably not promote

group-interaction and 1arning. .





GROUP rascpssioN,

(Select one person as recorder/reporter)

About hcw much time will you have for teaching this?

How much of and what portions of the
will you present?

What guide "tools will you use?

What do you see as some of the problems or
difficultiO of teadhing this lesson to your
group? HoWare you going to overcome these?

12'4

1.0--".P7



CLUB LEADER.DISCUSSICN

1. What major .ideas or subject .matter are. we going
to .use?

o

lbw much time will we have for teaching?

. How are we going to adapt to' the physical
facilities at the meeting place?

How are we going to share responsibilities;
who 4ail1 do what?

. stet equipment or materials 11 we need?

IttLi
""""S"...16.





Code 1
Group

1)119ne

(Identification # to, Zlatch
parts 1 & 2)

LEADING. A DISCUSSION

READ AM ANSWER EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY, MORE THAN ONE ANGER MAY BE APPROPRIATE,

L 1. Check all examples_you think a discussion facilitator might do tefore a
group akussion meting.

(1) 1) nothing in particular. The discussion will come naturally.

(2) Ask members to bring a meaningful piece of prose, poetry or uusic
on the topic.

(3) PEactice positive responses.

(4) Outline discussion questions.

(5) Prepare a short lecture.

2 The leader has introduced the topic "Coping With Change, Crisis and Loss"
and has asked the first discussion question. No one resp ds. Check all
examples of what she could so as an effective discussion cilitator.

(1) Go on and read from the-training material.

(2) Rephrase the question.

(3) Wait It-2 minutes.

(4) Answer the question herself.

(5) Let the first idea wait for later and try starting-the discussion
with a different idPa _

3. Please indicate dharacteristics of a discussion facilitator. Check all those
which apply. ;

(1) Tries to solve people's problems.

(2) 'Helps others tp look at where they are at.

(3) Gets others to talk

(4) Brings out alternative ways Of looking at a topic.-

(5) Is talkative.
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4. After an Extension Homemakers meeting where the topic was ' opirig With

Change", the following cmi= ts-were heard. Check which would be appropriate
responses if the discus ibn facilitator has done a good job. .

(1) "That was a

(2)

d meeting. I got a chance to talk!"

leader sure knousialot."
.

(3) didn't realize Mildreihas experienced the same feelings
I have."

(4) "I had no-idea being angry is
a change."

.(5) "That-vas an interesting talk
specialist."

typical of someone going through

by the UbiverSity family life

.

Check the discussion techniques'or guiding tools that would be appropriate
to use in'discussing.Cpping With Change.

(1) Raise questiona'tO which mernbers- will` respond.

.(2) Play the cassettetakand.see if .anyone has questions.

(3) Have members readIroud,or individually excerpts from'the Extension

handout.

(4) Role play a family situation.

(5) Present a lecture.

A club member contributed inaccurate information which is being disCussed
by the entire group. Check examples of appropriate ways a leader should

handle this ituation.

(1) ReaThe correct information from the resource material.

(2) Allow the versation to f011ow its natural progression.

(3) Ask other ers to react to the information by sharing their
experience.

(4) Point out that'the person has provided inaccurate itiOlormation.

7. Check all examples you thinkwould be appropriate for a discussion leader
if the discussion wanders from the study topic.

(1) Remind the group of the purpose of the meting.

(2) Ask the group about the relevancy of the comments.

F

(3) Stop.the discussion and tell the group major pointsof the less

(4) Allow the discussion to follow its natural course as it. will
probably come:back to the study topi..

-2- 128
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8. I4hieh of the following examples would be approiSriate activities in
\planning a discussion lesson?

.(1) Thoroughly study the topic.

(2) Plan how to gummarize the' leader-training material.,

(3> Think about how the topic will be introduced.-7
(4) Plan to show a film.

(5)' Prepare .a list of critical questions.

IN THE NEXT GROUP OF QUESTIONS, PLEASE CHECK AT THE

--CORRESPONDS MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR OPINION

SD =
D=
U=
-A=
SA =

9. In general I feel comfortable in the
role of discussion leader-teacher.

10.: I feel confident I can handle things
that interfere with group discussion.

11. I feel I know enough to carry out my
teaching responsibilities.

12. I feel confidentWhena use questioning
as a discussion technique.

13. I. feel that I knouruhat is necessary of
ma to be discussion leader for our .

study lesson.

. 14. I feel I have-sufficient knowledge to lead
a discussion on Coping With Change.

15. I feel capable, of planning q discussion
lesson.

16. I feel at ease handling an individual
whowhoa is dominating the discussion.'

17. If the discussion wanders, I feel I could
guide the discussion back to the study .,

topic.

18,' I feel comfortable in using positive re-
sponses as discussion techniques.

ANSWER WHICH

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Undecided
Agree
Strongly Agree

SD D U 'A SA
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Ileaie check your age.

ay 25 or under

(2) 26-35

:(3) 36-45

_(4) 46-55

_(5) 56 -65

(6) over 65

20. What is the highest grade level you completed in school?

(1) less than-8 grades (4) attended.post secondary
training program.(vocatiOnal

(2) 8-11 school or college.

(3) high school graduate (5) college graduate :

(6) graduate study'

21. How, many timea'have you been a lesson leader-teacher for an extension

er meeting?

X1) 0
- .

/ (2) 1-3

7:23) 4 or more

22: ilicw.many times have `you led a group discussion (f6i-- example, at church circle,

/ P.T.A., Homemakers)?
,

.1

(1) never

(2) .1 -5

(3) 6 -10

(4) 11-20

(5) 21 or more

-4-
Lorilee R. Sandmann
Nbvember, 1979
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Code,
...!

0

4 . Group

Phone #

U(dentification #to.matcl
parts 1 & 2)

LEADING A' DISCUSSION :
READ AND ANSWER EACH QUESTION CMEFULLY, MORE THAN ONE ANSWER'MAY BE APPROPRIATE.

1. Check all examples you think a discussidn facilitator might do before a

group Maussionmedting.

(1) Do nothing in particular. The discussion will ctme naturally.

,

(2) 'Ask membervto bring a r--,anin&-9.E piece of prose. poetry or =sic

on the topic.

(3) Practice positive responses.

Outline discussion questions.

(5) Prepare a short lct&e.

The leader Bias introduced the topic "Ccp:..:--4 With Change, irisis and. Loss's

and has asked the first discussion questic-_-_. .Nb one resp=nds. Chedk all
examples of what-she could do as an effective discussion facilitator:

(1) Go on and. read from the training taterial.

Rephra.sevtherien.

(3) Wait 1-2 minutes:

(4) Answer the question herself.

(5) Let the first idea wait for later and try starting the discussion
with a different idea.

In
I IYou re the Guiding-Link" which we e characteristics of an effective

discussion facilitator? Check all those whith. apply.

(1) Tries to solve peopletkproblems.
.

(2) Helps others to look at where they are at.

(3) Getsk others to talk.

r
(4) Bring out alternative ways of looking at the topic.

(5) Is talkative.
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4. After an Extension Homemakers meeting where the topic was "Coping With
Change", the following comments were heard: Check which would be approptiate
responses if the discussion facilitator has dane a good job.

(1) "That was a gopd meeting. I got a ce to talk!" r

(2) "The leader sure knows

"I didn't realize Mildred has experiended the same feelings
I have

I

(4) "I had no idea being angry is typical of someone going through
a chane."

(5) "That wag;an interesting talk by the University family
specialist

"
.

check the discussion techniques or guiding tools that would be approp
to use in diqctssing Coping With Chang0,:

(1) Raise questionsAo which members will respcpd.

(2) 'Play th ca441 sseeVrtape and see if anyone has questions.

ca(3) HIvemembers read aloud or individually ejlerpts from the Extension

handout. -. . °

(4) Role play a fardily situation.

(5) Present a lecture.

6. A club meibet contribAted ingurate information which is being discussed

by the eqtire group. 'Chedkrexamples of appropriate ways-a leader should
handle this situation.

..

(1) Read the correct information from the resource material.
,

(2) Allow the conversation,to follow its natural progression.

(3)__Ask other Members to react to the information by sharing their

experience.

(4) Point out that the erson has provided inaccurate information.

Check all examples you think would be appiopriate for a discussion leader
if the discussion wanders from,the study topic.

A
(1) Remind the graup Of the purpose of the Meeting.

(2) Ask the group about the relevancy of thb comments.

(3) Stop the discussion and tell the group maijor pointS:of the lesson.

(4) Allow the discussion to follow its natural dowse as it will
probably come backto-the study topic..

. 1 -
2-

1 3 3



8. 'Which of the following eXample .would be appropriate activities in

planning a diScussion lesson?

(1) Thorouafily study the topic.

(2) Plan how to summaiize the leader-training 'mqt

(j) Mink about hot,/ the topic will be introduced:

(4). Plan'to show; a film. '

.

(5) Prepare a list of critical qbestions,

IN THE NEXT1GROUP.OF OUthLONS, PLEASE CHECK AT THE RIGliT-THEANStR WHICH

CORRESPONEG MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR OPINION.

9.
In-general I feel comfortablein the
role .of discussion leader-teacher.

10:: I feel confident I can handle4things
tha rfere with group disbussion.

11. IifeeI I li-oCa enough to carry out my

teaching

12. I feel confident, when I use questidning
as a discussion technique.

13. I feel that I know Ahat is necessary of
me to be discussion leader for our
study lesson. ,

14. I feel I have sufficient knowledge to lead
a discussion an Coping With Change.

15. I feel capable of planning a discussion
lesson.

/ 16. fleel at ease in handling an indi
who is dominating the discussion

17. If the disOussion wanders, I fe 1 I could
guide the discussion back to the tudy

topic.

18. I feel comfortable in using positive re-
sponses as discussion techniques.

SD = Strongly Dfsagree
D = Disagree
U = Undecided
A = Agree
SA = StkcYngly Agree

SD D U A SA ,

4
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE EACH OF-THE FOLLOWING;

19. Thecoverallteache
segment of Way' rogram?

20. The slide/tape presentatiaa
"You're,The Gui Link"?

1. arlaio quality

2. visual quality

3. content

4. overall

21. The-helpfulness of the small
group discussions?

1. In understanding the con-
tent Coping With Change.,

2. in using group discussion
to present this leSson.

22. The part of the imetingwher
and your.partner worked through

les and non-examples of dig--
sion facilitators.

SLper,' Ex.. 110.1t Ceod

4

23'. What are your.feelingsabout the amount of subject matter presented at this
leader training? CheCk one.

too little

just enough

too Isiah

- 24. What ar'qq y itir feelings about the. amount of time spent on helping

. for your role'as aodiscussion leader?

--too

just enough

too much

prepare

25. What were the highlights of the teacher training segment of the program?

64
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.1

. What aspects of. e teacher training could be imp#oveg.

of

1

, .
27._. Any comments or suggpstions ate welcone here.

,

.4.

. .

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM, GOOD LUCK AS A GUIDING
e

r

136
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Lorilee R. Sande nn
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41,

.RE: Methodological Protocol #

Dear Ms. Sandmann:

. Your Methodological Protocol Request

the Committee.office on 10/9/79

trativelyapproyed on ' 10/11/79

of the referenced Methodological Pro

130

for,ApproVal was received in
, and has been adminis-

as within the guidelines

tocol.

I would like to remind. you that it is the responsibility of the

investigator to bring to the attention,a the_CommAttee any proposed:

change in the project or any emergent problems .that Will:affeCt

human subjects.

On behalf of the ComMittee, I wish you ludic with your research.

Sincerely,

Jape M. Johnson.
Executive'SeeretAry to the

ComMittee on the Use, of Human

Subjects in Research
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